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Aquaculture in Maine is an important industry with expected growth in the coming years 
to provide food in an ecological and environmentally sustainable way. Accommodating such 
growth, farmers need more reliable engineering solutions, such as improving their anchoring 
systems. Current anchoring methods include deadweights (concrete blocks) or drag embedment 
anchors, which are of relatively simple construction and installation. However, in the challenge of 
accommodating larger loads, farmers have used larger sizes of the current anchors rising safety 
issues and costs during installation and decommissioning. Helical anchors are a foundation type 
extensively used onshore with the potential of adjusting the aquaculture growth demand, though 
research understanding their lateral and inclined capacity needs to be performed first. This study 
addresses such topic by performing 3D finite element simulations of helical anchors and studies 
their reliability for offshore aquaculture farming. Results obtained in this research indicate that the 
helical anchors capacity could be related to either pure vertical or horizontal resistances, depending 
on the load inclination angle. Reliability evaluation of helical anchors for inclined loading demand 
from an oyster aquaculture farm using the Hasoferd-Lind method, indicated these anchors are 
feasible for operational aquaculture loads. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Aquaculture farming, the process of growing water-based organisms for human 
consumption, is a growing industry that is expected to supplement the food supply and help address 
challenges associated with a growing worldwide population. Aquaculture has shown great potential 
as a means to provide a reliable food source in an environmentally conscience manner to address 
these challenges. In Maine, this industry produces finfish, shellfish and seaweed, and contributes 
$35.7 million in income to residents (Cole et al. 2017). Local growth of this industry is consistent 
with worldwide trends, with growth expected to increase by 51 % by 2020 (Cole et al. 2017).  
To accommodate this growth, more reliable and efficient engineering solutions for mooring 
and anchoring systems are desired to economically increase production and to move farms to 
deeper, more dynamic waters offshore (Menicou et al. 2012). In Maine, most aquaculture farms 
exist in estuarine rivers that are leased. Farmers typically rely on gravity anchors (concrete blocks) 
and drag embedment anchors (DEA) to resist lateral or inclined loads applied to mooring lines. 
While these anchoring methods have performed well, they have relatively low efficiencies 
(resistance to weight ratio) and installation requires the use of larger, more costly vessels and 
equipment. Costs have also continued to rise with growth of the industry and demand on these 
resources. Anchor decommissioning costs also pose a challenge, as farming regulations require 
removal of any structure, including anchors, at the end of a leasing period. 
Helical anchors are an innovative foundation type regularly used for onshore applications 
and may provide an alternative anchoring solution that helps address many of the challenges 
previously mentioned. Helical anchors are lightweight, have a high efficiency, and different 
capacities are simple to achieve by increasing their number and/or size of the plates or the 
installation depth. These anchors are screwed into the ground and may be installed and 
2 
decommissioned relatively easily in some circumstances. For instances, some farmers simply use 
divers to install/uninstall these elements. However, little is known about their performance under 
this unique water loading. Onshore applications generally design the foundation such that helical 
anchors generate capacity in compression or tension via vertical loading. A significant amount of 
work and research has been conducted to understand the influence of depth, plate size, plate 
spacing, and soil type on the vertical capacity. While manufacturers often provide design 
recommendations regarding capacity for vertical loading, few design guidelines and 
recommendations are available to predict performance of helical anchors under lateral or inclined 
loading, as would be applied for aquaculture applications. 
1.2 Objectives 
This research focuses on an assessment of helical anchors under inclined loads so their use 
may be reliably extended to the aquaculture industry. The capacities of multiple commercial helical 
anchors are studied for a range of inclination angles and cohesive soil conditions. The study 
considers both the geotechnical and structural capacity of the anchor in development of a failure 
envelope. A reliability framework to address inherent uncertainties in design is also introduced, 
including an example for an oyster aquaculture farm located in an estuarine river in Maine (studied 
as part of the NSF sponsored SEANET project by others). 
The main objectives of this research are: i) to present a methodology to evaluate the 
capacity of helical anchors under inclined loading, considering both the geotechnical and structural 
limits of this foundation type and ii) to develop a framework to efficiently evaluate this failure 
envelope and the reliability of helical anchors for aquaculture applications. The intellectual merit 
and potential to advance knowledge of helical anchors exists in the numerical evaluation of these 
elements under inclined loads, for which there is currently a paucity of field-performance data and 
limited experience using this foundation type to resist lateral and inclined loads. Broader impacts 
3 
of this research include the potential to make performance of helical anchoring systems more 
predictable, the potential to reduce anchoring cost, and the potential for lessons learned through 
this study to be applied to other offshore mooring systems. 
1.3 Summary 
This research is summarized in five chapters, including this introduction. 
Chapter 2 is subdivided into two parts, where background information regarding 
aquaculture mooring systems and helical anchors is provided. The first part includes a review of 
aquaculture farming structures and the magnitude of mooring loads observed in other studies. The 
second part presents a review of helical anchors, which largely address vertical capacity, and the 
limited information on evaluation and performance of helical anchors subjected to lateral and 
inclined loads. 
Chapter 3 presents detailed 3D finite element simulations for different helical anchors and 
different soil conditions. Though cohesive sediments are only considered in this study, strength and 
stiffness is varied. A methodology to compute the failure (capacity) envelope encompassing all 
inclination angles is presented based on findings from the finite element simulations. 
Chapter 4 presents a framework to evaluate the reliability of helical anchors under inclined 
loads. An example of the helical anchors’ reliability for an aquaculture farm whose loads were 
measured before, is also presented. 
Chapter 5 provides a summary of the findings and conclusions from this study. This 
summary concludes with recommendations for future work. 
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2 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Aquaculture Background. 
To understand the type of loads and structures that need to be hold by helical anchors on 
the aquaculture industry, this chapter reviews and defines some important aspects that are helpful 
to understand the problem that is being addressed. A review of the type of aquaculture infrastructure 
and species is first presented, followed by the type of mooring systems used and the implications 
that they have on the anchor demand. After this, a review of the types of analysis performed to 
estimate the aquaculture loads is presented, summarizing the reported mooring loads at the end of 
the chapter. Finally, a review of the current anchoring systems used on the aquaculture industry is 
illustrated. 
2.1.1 Aquaculture Infrastructure and Species. 
Aquaculture is the process of farming aquatic organisms in either water- or land-based 
systems. Water-based systems are related to farming nearshore or offshore in places such as rivers, 
estuaries, or open sea. Land-based systems are artificial habitats such as ponds or tanks, where there 
is human control of water circulation. This thesis focuses on near-shore estuarine systems in Maine, 
where aquaculture farming is dominated by three species: i) finfish, ii) shellfish and iii) sea 
vegetables (Cole et al. 2017).  
2.1.1.1 Finfish Cages and Net Pens 
The process of finfish farming is usually performed using cages or net pens. These systems 
are located offshore, sometimes partially submerged to reduce or eliminate wave loading, and 
include a floating High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) superstructure that prevents cages or net 
pens from sinking. Finfish cages dimensions range between 15 to 25 m diameter, 5-15 m depth, 
and are anchored to the seafloor with multiple mooring points. An example of different finfish 
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cages is presented in Figure 2.1. These cages shapes and rigidities will play a role in the 
determination of the drag forces as it will be discussed in the subsequent sections. 
  
Figure 2.1. Aquaculture finfish cages: gravity flexible cage, b) tension leg system, c) rigid frame 
(Drach et al. 2016). 
 
2.1.1.2 Long Lines: Floating Oyster Cages, Mussels’ Socks and Seaweed 
Long line systems consist of a surficial or submerged horizontal rope (head rope or main 
line) suspended with buoys and anchored at the ends. In this main lines, multiple aquaculture 
species (e.g., oysters, mussels, seaweed) are hanged or attached during the farming process (Figure 
2.2). 
 
Figure 2.2. Long line farming schemes for oyster cages, mussel socks, seaweed. 
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Long line oyster farming is performed using floating bags or cages (smaller compared with 
finfish cages) that are placed one after another along the head rope. The idea behind the floating 
structures is that oyster get phytoplankton available at surface and the cages allow the water 
circulation. Typical cage sizes are 1 by 2 m approximately, and are arranged in systems of 40 to 50 
cages together in water depths between 5 to 12 m. This farming system moves from one place to 
another to avoid seasonal temperatures that modify the growing process 
Mussels farming is done using mussel “socks” consisting of a long net tube supported by 
a rope at its edge filled with juvenile shellfish. In long line structures, these socks are suspended 
consecutively along the mainline which requires more buoys to prevent sinking. 
Sea vegetable farming is performed placing PVC pipes (approximately 5 cm diameter, 
20 cm long) with plant spores along the head lines from where the seaweed will grow from the top 
to the bottom of the water column. Like mussel farming, seaweed long lines will need intermediate 
buoys to hold the system at surface. 
2.1.1.3 Rafts Platforms 
Shellfish rafts are floating steel or wood frames where vertical mussel “socks” are 
suspended (Figure 2.3). These structures are safe works stations from where farmers can handle 
the products in an efficient way. Typical dimension of the external frame are 12 meters, 
supporting up to 400 mussel socks, 14 m long approximately (Maine SEA Grant). 
2.1.1.4 Aquaculture Farms Layouts 
An aquaculture farm consists of one or more of the systems just discussed. Usually, 
aquaculture farms are placed in matrix arrangements with a system that attaches all the 
substructures (e.g. cages or rafts) together, and these ones to the sea floor in multiple points. 
Figure 2.4a and Figure 2.4b present the plan view of an aquaculture finfish and oyster farms in 
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southeast and central south Maine, respectively. Aquaculture farm layouts could imply a 
considerable number of individual elements which will increase the mooring loads due to an 
increase in the exposed. Further details of these interactions are addressed in multiples studies 
discussed in the next section. 
 
Figure 2.3. Example of mussel raft. (Images: 
https://www.seagrant.umaine.edu/aquaculture/resources-for-shellfish-growers/aquaculture-
methods-guide) 
 
a) 
 
 
b) 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Examples of aquaculture farms arrangements for: finfish cages in South-east Maine 
(Fredriksson et al., 2006) a), and oyster cages in the Damariscota River, Maine. [scale in meters] 
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2.1.2 Aquaculture Mooring Systems 
This section describes some characteristics of the mooring systems (ropes and chains) that 
transfer the drag forces from the aquaculture farm to the anchor head. As it will be discussed, 
differences in the mooring systems could lead to different anchor head loads even when drag forces 
on the aquaculture system are constant. 
2.1.2.1 Mooring Types 
Three types of mooring systems are used for offshore floating structures: i) catenary, ii) 
taut or semi-taut, and iii) vertical or tension legs. Catenary systems have a mooring rope or mooring 
chain attached at the seabed and forms a trigonometric curve leading to a floating system (Figure 
2.5a). A large component of the load applied to the floating structure is absorbed by the weight of 
the steel catenary mooring line at the seabed, which mitigates sudden abruptly loads followed by a 
slack state (¨snap loading¨). A limitation of this system is the relatively large footprint required for 
the line extension, which is approximately two times the water depth that can be variable on an 
estuarine river (Randolph and Gourvenec 2011). In a catenary system loading at the anchor head is 
said to be horizontal, although, a small inclination of the chain at the anchor head is necessary to 
transfer the load. Taut or semi-taut systems (Figure 2.5b) are considered in deeper environments 
where the length of the catenary line is a limiting installation factor, due to its weight, or where a 
reduced farming footprint is desired. Inclined loads between 30 and 45 degrees (footprints per 
anchor of 1 to 1.5 the water depth) are resisted by the anchor (Randolph and Gourvenec 2011). The 
vertical mooring system (Figure 2.5c) is considered in water depths greater than 100 m for 
aquaculture applications (Turner, 2000) or 1000’s m for oil and gas industries using steel cables 
that in most of the cases are attached to deep piles (Randolph and Gourvenec 2011). 
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For the aquaculture industries placed in either open ocean or estuarine environments, the 
most used mooring system is the catenary mooring. This is due to the nature of the anchors used 
(drag embedment anchor or concrete blocks) where a preference to be loaded in the horizontal 
direction is due to gain friction resistance from the soil (concrete blocks) or maximize soil capacity 
(drag anchors). Further discussion of these anchors is addressed in section 2.1.4. Sometimes vertical 
mooring legs are used along the long lines as vertical droppers to prevent horizontal movement of 
these. Typical chain diameters for finfish aquaculture and in the order of 1 or 2 inches (e.g. 
Fredriksson et al 2008) and typical mooring ropes for shellfish aquaculture farming in shallow 
waters are lower than 1 inch. Typical factors of safety greater than 2 are used in design of these 
components (Fredriksson et al. 2008 and Nguyen et al. 2019). 
a) b) c) 
 
Figure 2.5. Floating mooring types: a) catenary, b) taut, c) vertical. 
 
2.1.2.2 Initial Mooring Tension 
A mooring consideration that depends on the desired movement of the structure, relates to 
tension in the line, which ca be slack or pre-stressed (Figure 2.6). Slack mooring is desired when 
single mooring points are considered, and movement is allowed. On this condition, there is a period 
when the mooring system, thus the anchor, do not experience any kind of loading. During a pre-
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stressed condition, aquaculture systems are desired to stay in place and no movement is allowed. 
In estuarine farming systems, this condition is achieved by placing the farm on site during low tide 
and drowning the buoys, so when it comes to intra tides or high tides the system does not move 
around. This former type of mooring condition can avoid abrupt dynamic loading that could 
damage the system integrity. Rudi et al. (1998) recommended 3 kN pretension values for finfish 
cages mooring systems in open ocean and estuarine environments. 
 
Figure 2.6. Slack and Pre-stressed systems. 
 
2.1.2.3 Mooring Layouts 
There are three types of fixed mooring layouts for aquaculture farming, where redundancy 
and fixities are the main variables. Figure 2.7a and b present twin and radial moorings layouts 
which are considered simple and easy to install; however, higher loads are expected in the anchors 
and redundancy is limited. Orthogonal moorings (Figure 2.7c) represents a more fixed and 
redundant system, however, more anchors are required. Single mooring points are also used in 
some cases as they have multiple environmental benefits due to the non-accumulation of sediments 
on the seabed, however, the lack of redundancy on these systems make them less popular. 
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Figure 2.7. Aquaculture mooring layouts, (Turner 2000). 
 
2.1.3 Aquaculture Mooring Loads 
The main purpose of this section is to present a review of the different methods used to 
estimate aquaculture mooring line loads and present a review of the reported values in the literature. 
For this research, which is to study helical anchors under inclined loads, it will be ideal that mooring 
loads were recorded at the anchor head. However, loads are usually evaluated as drag forces on the 
aquaculture systems and then transferred with analytical solutions to the anchors heads. Other times 
loads are calculated or measured along the mooring line without considering the mooring line 
weight. In some mooring systems (e.g. taut or semi taut) it could be expected that the mooring line 
load at the fairlead is the same than in the anchor head, however, this might not always be the case, 
as it depends on the type of mooring used (e.g., catenary) which can modify the load at the anchor 
head. For the sake of clarification, the loads reported on the next section will be reported as mooring 
loads, so, the effects of the mooring line weight or inclination will not be considered. 
Quantification of mooring line loads in an aquaculture system requires and understanding 
of multiple variables that are dependent on the environmental conditions (e.g., current velocity and 
direction, waves, wind, sea depth, biofouling) and structural considerations (e.g., farm dimensions 
and geometry, number of anchoring points, farmed species in the structure). These variables make 
this calculation a complex problem to approach. Most research aimed at determining mooring loads 
has been performed in finfish aquaculture (e.g., Fredriksson et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2009; 
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Vassiliou et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2015), with some cases in shellfish and seaweed aquaculture (e.g. 
Olanrewaju et al. 2016; Gagnon and Bergeron 2017; Nguyen et al. 2019). Mooring design is not 
typically performed by small-scale farmers due to the difficulty associated with quantifying and 
understanding the influence of these variables. A trial and error approach is typically relied on by 
most of the farmers in Maine.  
There are 4 methodologies for the quantification of these loads, being this: i) analytical 
analyses, ii) numerical analyses, iii) physical scale models, and iv) field measurements. A summary 
of the experience collected on the New Hampshire open ocean aquaculture project and the loads 
used in practical consulting for a Maine mooring design company, Maine Marine Composites 
(MMC), are summarized in the practical experience subchapter. 
2.1.3.1 Analytical Analyses 
Analytical analyses consist in the use of the Morison’s equation (Morison et al. 1950) to 
determine the drag forces on the aquaculture system and then transfer this load to the mooring 
system, where the anchor load depends on the number of anchoring points. Morison’s equation 
calculates inertial-(function of acceleration) and drag- forces (function of velocity) on an element 
submerged in a fluid. The inertial term is important when dynamic forces are applied to structures. 
Drag forces are considered under steady-state flow conditions where the water velocity is more 
influential on the body motion. Consideration of both forcing mechanism is computed as follows: 
 𝐹 = 𝜌𝐶𝑚𝑉?̇? +
1
2
𝜌𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑢|𝑢| (2.1) 
where: 
𝐹: Total force on the object. 
𝜌: Water density. 
𝐶𝑚 = 1 + 𝐶𝑎: inertia coefficient and 𝐶𝑎 is the added mass coefficient. 
𝑉:  Volume of the system. 
?̇?: Flow acceleration. 
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𝐹𝐷: Drag coefficient 
A: Cross sectional area 
𝑢: Flow velocity. 
 
When neglecting the inertial effects (e.g., in an estuary with not wave effects), the second 
term of the Equation (2.1) is dependent in large part on the drag coefficient, which differs based on 
the aquaculture cage, raft, or long line system that has been deployed. Difficulty in the 
determination of this coefficient also arises as it depends on the shape of the structure, current attack 
angle, number of individual cages/rafts/long-lines exposed to the current, and biofouling (Lekang 
2008). Figure 2.8 presents how the current velocity changes the net shape, thus the drag coefficient. 
Drag coefficients also change with the cage shape (i.e. a cubic cage type is less aerodynamic than 
a cylindrical one). Typically, this coefficient is determined experimentally (e.g. Milne 1979; 
Aarsbes et al 1990; and Fridman and Danilov 1967, cited by Balash et al. 2009) and in most of the 
cases is defined in terms of the mesh solidity (mesh diameter and spacing), number of knots, and 
Reynolds number. 
 
Figure 2.8. Finfish/cage shape changes due to currents (Lekang 2008). 
 
A useful methodology to estimate drag forces on finfish aquaculture cages using rigid nets 
is presented by Lekang (2008) citing Løland (1993). This methodology computes parallel (𝐹𝐷𝑃) 
and normal (𝐹𝐷𝑁) drag forces (Figure 2.9) on an aquaculture system based on the current direction 
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as: 
 
Figure 2.9. Current drag forces on aquaculture cages. 
 
 𝐹𝐷𝑁 =
1
2
𝜌𝐶𝐷𝑁𝑢𝑐
2(𝐵𝐷)𝑚(
1 − 𝑟4𝑛
1 − 𝑟2
) (2.2) 
 𝐹𝐷𝑃 =
1
2
𝜌𝐶𝐷𝑃𝑢𝑐
2(𝐵 + 2𝐷)𝑙𝑚(
1 − 𝑟4𝑛
1 − 𝑟2
)𝑟2 (2.3) 
where:  
𝐹𝐷𝑁: Normal drag forces 
𝐹𝐷𝑃: Parallel drag forces 
𝜌: Water density. 
𝐶𝐷𝑁: normal drag coefficient to the current direction  
𝐶𝐷𝑁 = 𝑆𝑛 − 1.24𝑆𝑛
2 + 13.7𝑆𝑛
3 (Løland 1991) 
𝑆𝑛: solidity 
𝑆𝑛 = 2
𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
 
𝐶𝐷𝑃: parallel drag coefficient to the current direction 
𝑢𝑐: current speed 
𝐵: cage width 
𝐷: depth of the cage 
𝑙: length of the cage bag 
𝑛: number of cages parallel to the current direction 
𝑚: number of cages normal to the current direction 
𝑟: reduction factor  
𝑟 = 1 − 0.46𝐶𝐷𝑁 
 
The total force on the system in then calculated as: 
 𝐹𝐷 𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐹𝐷𝑁 + 𝐹𝐷𝑃 (2.4) 
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This simplified methodology will allow estimation and comparison to loads measured or 
computed in the following sections for finfish applications and summarized at the end. 
As mentioned previously, when a catenary system is desired, the previous horizontal forces 
(drag and wave forces) can be used to dimension the chain length, assuming the catenary chain is 
heavy and that the drag forces on this are negligible. Fredriksson et al. (2008) presented a design 
example using of a catenary system, where the line tension is calculated based on Equation (2.5) 
and the length of the catenary is calculated using the Equation (2.6). 
 𝑇 = 𝐹𝐻 cosh(
𝑃 × 𝑥
𝐹𝐻
) (2.5) 
 𝑆 =
𝐹𝐻
𝑃
sinh (
𝑃 × 𝑥
𝐹𝐻
) (2.6) 
where: 
 𝑇: Mooring line tension 
 𝐹𝐻: Horizontal force (drag and wave forces) 
 𝑃: Unit weight per length of chain 
 𝑥: Horizontal position along the catenary chain 
 
 
Figure 2.10. Catenary mooring geometric definitions (Fredriksson et al. 2008). 
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2.1.3.2 Numerical Simulations 
The objective of this section is to summarize some studies that used numerical simulations 
to estimate mooring or drag forces on different aquaculture systems. Finite element analysis of 
aquaculture farms are advantageous because: (1) it couples multiple metocean conditions such as 
waves and currents at the same time, (2) it simulates a range of expected environmental conditions 
that may not be captured during field measurements, (3) it can represent the farm geometry and 
configuration with high accuracy, as opposed to theoretical analysis where the effect of the 
superstructure or the re-shape of the elements with time is not included, and (4) it computes stresses 
and strains applied to structural members, thus a better structural design can be approached, (5) 
multiple aquaculture configurations and layouts and orientations with respect to currents and waves 
attack angles can be studied to determine the most convenient design. However, these analyses do 
not couple the response with the anchoring and soil properties as it assumes the anchor is a rigid 
connection on the seafloor. For these reasons, most of the analysis presented herein presents either 
drag forces in the aquaculture structure that is not exactly on the anchor or mooring line (but it can 
be calculated with a mooring geometry) or mooring axial forces on the mooring lines that will be 
transferred to the anchor head. 
Numerical analyses incorporate the two terms of Morison’s equation in its calculations, as 
well as the Navier Stokes approach to solve the influence of turbulences and eddies on the structure. 
For seaweed aquaculture, Olanrewaju et al. (2017) presented a parametric dynamic analysis to 
estimate loads in a 100 x 100 m seaweed long line block with 30 planting ropes (100 kg each) 
planned at 200 m of Malaysia’s coast. Three (3) models (mooring configurations) were analyzed 
with current speeds of 0.4 m/s. Models 1 and 2 had 8 mooring points and different mooring lines 
orientations, orthogonal and radial, respectively. Model 3 had 16 mooring points in a radial 
configuration. Analyzing a 10 m depth case scenario, it was found that mooring axial tension at the 
anchor head is approximately 2500, 1600 and 100 kN, for the models 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Note 
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the large differences in load reduction with the configuration and number of mooring points. When 
the model 3 was analyzed at 100 m water depth to assess its resilience, tension forces of 
approximately 270 kN were found. 
On shellfish aquaculture, Kim et al. (2014) studied the effects of the implementation of 
abalone submergible cages in exposed marine environments in southern Korea. Abalone 
aquaculture is performed in submerged modules where arrangements of 16 containers 
(0.95x0.45x0.48 m) are placed in 3 m height and 4.2 x 4.2 m plan area frames, that attached with 
other 15 modules form an aquaculture farm. Farm dimensions are 14.1x14.1x3.2 m approximately 
with 4 mooring points at a water depth of 30 m. Two load cases were analyzed, submerged and 
surface cage, with both current and wave forces. Figure 2.11 shows how the maximum load is 
presented when the system is near the surface with a maximum anchor line tension of 172 kN. 
 
 
Figure 2.11. Force time series of a numerical analysis on abalone (shellfish) (after Kim et al. 
2014). 
 
For finfish aquaculture, Fredriksson et al. (2008) performed a preliminary design of an 
enclosed finfish concrete system located near Straits of Georgia, British Columbia, Canada. The 
concrete containment was cylindrical with 20 m diameter and 8 m height located on 20 m waters 
depth. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations were performed to know the drag 
coefficients through 4 x 11, 4 x 7, and 4 x 5 grids cages under multiple current velocities. Wave 
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forces were also computed using standard techniques and changing waves heights and wave 
periods. With the drag coefficients from the CFD analyses, Morison’s equation was used to 
calculate the drag forces, neglecting the wave conditions. As a preliminary analysis the authors 
calculated horizontal drag forces on one cage and extrapolated these results to 4 cages obtaining 
loads of 256, 213, and 173 kN for systems with 44, 28, and 20 cages, respectively. Catenary 
mooring systems were analyzed obtaining tension forces of 73, 62, and 52 kN. Vassiliou et al. 
(2012) also performed a numerical approach of the loads presented at a typical Cyprus site with a 
9x2 finfish net pens grid arrangement supported by 26 catenary mooring points, attached to 12-ton 
deadweight anchors. After considering a dynamic loading condition the maximum load in the 
anchor lines was 47 kN (Figure 2.12). 
 
Figure 2.12. Loading time series of an anchor line in a 2 x 9 net pen grid exposed to 2 m height, 
8 s waves and 0.4 m/s current (Vassiliou et al. 2012). 
 
Drach et al. (2016) presented a numerical simulation for the design of a copper net gravity 
net pen for a site in the South Pacific. The cage was 20 m diameter with netting between a top and 
a bottom ring from where a concrete ballast weight was attached to prevent cage deformations. 
Dynamic results for storm events (9 m waves with a period of 10 s and collinear currents of 1.5 m/s) 
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are presented in Figure 2.13. Maximum mooring loads around 120 kN in an 8-anchor system are 
found for a shallow cage location. 
 
Figure 2.13. Mooring loading for an aquaculture net pen attached to 4 mooring points during 
loading. Top (surficial) bottom (submerged 10 meters) (Drach et al. 2016). 
 
Huang et al. (2009) studied the loads on a 20 m diameter and 7 m height finfish cage 
attached to a single point mooring (SPM) system in Taiwan. The main purpose of this study was to 
assess the effect of a rigid frame on the loads and the reduction of the cage volume during a storm 
event. Results indicate that a rigid frame increases the load transferred to the mooring line but, 
reduces the volume deformation. After considering 50-year storm conditions with 6 m wave 
heights, 1 s period, and a current velocity of 1 m/s, maximum loads of 56 kN and 39 kN for a cage 
with a frame and a cage without it were calculated, respectively. Figure 2.14 presents the 
differences between the calculated loads after coupling both dynamic and kinematic effects. Note 
that during coupled analyses, current and waves loads are higher than the superposition of each 
force akin to changes in the deformation of the cage during loading, thus the drag coefficient. For 
the given metocean conditions and studied cages, the authors also analyzed a multi-cage farm in a 
one-row arrangement with current only and current and waves conditions. Equations 2a and 2b 
were obtained from statistical analysis and for a 5 cages system, mooring loads can reach a value 
of 145 kN, in a current and waves scenario. 
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Figure 2.14. Influences of the dynamic effects of the waves and current forces. 
 
Current only: 
 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 7.72 × 𝑁𝑐𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 + 16.10 (2.7) 
Current and wave: 
 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 22.11 × 𝑁𝑐𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 + 34.11 (2.8) 
where 𝑁𝑐𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠: Number of cages. 
2.1.3.3 Physical Modeling 
The estimation of aquaculture loads via physical models is advantageous as this approach 
attempts to simulate the environmental conditions that a prototype will experience, but often at a 
lower cost than field-monitoring programs. Additionally, the environmental conditions, including 
wave heights and currents velocities, are controlled. This methodology also overcomes the 
disadvantages of some numerical modeling where not all the effects are represented mathematically 
(e.g., the closure problem of the Navier Stokes equation). With these advantages, the physical 
model intent to predict the real behavior considering the geometry and environmental conditions 
as accurate as possible, however, for larger aquaculture farms it is said that some effects cannot be 
represented thus and underprediction of the loads is followed (Fredriksson et al. 2008). 
Multiple finfish farms configurations were simulated in a 1:40 scale model by Zhao et al. 
(2015). Cages prototypes of 16 m diameter and 10 m depth were tested in a 56 m long, 34 m wide 
and 1 m deep tank. Figure 2.15 shows the maximum mooring loads for the studied configurations 
at a velocity of 0.9 m/s. It is also seen how the real maximum mooring line loads vary from 6.5 to 
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24 kN approximately, with maximum loads varying between 15 and 20% of the sum of all the 
mooring loads. These values percentages will be considered in the next subsection. 
 
Figure 2.15. Mooring line loads on different finfish cages arrangements in water with 0.9 m/s 
currents (Zhao et al 2015). 
 
Physical models in the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, were performed to predict mooring 
loads on an aquaculture seaweed farm at South China Sea, Terengganu, Malaysia (Sulaiman et al. 
2015). Models predict that for a 50-m depth moored system the design load could be around 39 kN. 
2.1.3.4 Field Measurements 
Field measurements from aquaculture farms are a direct measurement of the mooring loads 
applied to an anchorage system. When combined with measurements of metocean conditions, these 
measurements elucidate the environmental factors most influential to mooring line loads. However, 
field monitoring programs are expensive and often implemented for limited periods of time and 
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may not capture the most extreme environmental conditions. Field measurements are performed 
using load cells (Figure 2.16) attached to the mooring system and hard-wired to a data acquisition 
system to monitor the loads over time, usually weeks. 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 2.16. Load cells used to measure field loads a) 10k pounds and b) 5k pounds (from Irish et 
al. 2001 and Nguyen et al. 2019). 
 
For shellfish aquaculture, Gagnon and Bergeron (2017), presented field study results in 
one mussel long line of a 15 long lines farm in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Canada. The site has a 
depth between 20 and 24 m. The mooring system consisted of a 100-m mainline anchored at the 
ends by embedded anchors; also, intermediate modules anchored vertically by 81 kg concrete 
blocks were considered. The maximum load reported during the measuring time for the anchoring 
mooring lines was 580 N. Nguyen et al. (2019) presented a field data measurement for an oyster 
aquaculture farm in an estuarine river in Maine. The farm layout was 94.5 m long, 140 m wide, 
with two main horizontal lines from where 24 long lines (94.5 m long) with 45 cages each were 
attached perpendicularly. The average site water depth was 2.5 m and 18 mooring points (9 at each 
end) were used. During measurements, maximum loads of 3 kN where found on the mooring lines. 
The authors present the direct correlation between the tidal elevations a current velocity with the 
mooring loading (See Figure 2.17). A methodology to estimate mooring forces was also presented 
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from where in the worst-case scenario, a maximum load of 15 kN could be obtained for a tidal 
variation of 7 m in a 100-year return wave condition. 
 
Figure 2.17. Relationships between tidal heights and velocities changes and mooring loads 
(Nguyen et al. 2019). 
 
For finfish aquaculture, Colbourne and Allen (2000) presented a study of full-scale 
mooring loads for finfish cages close to Back Bay, New Brunswick, Canada, with the purpose of 
correlating the wave action on these loads. The water depth was between 20 and 30 meters at low 
and high tides. The aquaculture system consisted on concentric pipe rings 22 meters diameter 
moored to 8 lines. Each line had with it a load cell, from where loads were measured. It is shown 
that at this site, for a recording time of six weeks, between October 7 and November 17 of 1996, 
the maximum and extreme load was 2.4 kN and generally lower than 2 kN with a mean of 0.6 kN. 
Fredriksson et al. (2006) and Fredriksson et al. (2007) performed field data testing in an aquaculture 
site in down-east Maine, which is a site with a high tidal influence. The farm consists in a 5x4 grid 
with diameters around 30 meters each with a water depth around 15 m. Load cells in the anchor 
legs recorded a maximum load of 56 kN under working loads. Field instrumentation calculated the 
effect of waves on the mooring system, finding that waves heights and periods of 0.8 m and 2.2 s 
had a negligible effect on the anchor tension. In this study, the authors observed how the effect of 
biofouling increase the mooring loads akin to an increase in the drag forces (Figure 2.18). Clark et 
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al. (2018) present an example of how the biofouling effect on the mooring loads is extremely 
important, reporting a history case where a net pen with 35,000 salmon fish failed, releasing them 
to the environment. 
 
Figure 2.18. Effect of biofouling on the mooring loads (Fredriksson et al. 2007). 
 
2.1.3.5 Practical Experience 
An interesting project which presents a combination of the previous methodologies was 
performed by the University of New Hampshire (UNH). This project, called Open Ocean 
Aquaculture (OOA), is located at the south of the Isles of Shoals, NH, in the Gulf of Maine 
(Celikkol et al. 2006; DeCew et al. 2005; Fredriksson et al. 2000, 2004; Irish et al. 2001). During 
its implementation, multiple analyses and measurements of different types of finfish cages were 
performed to determine practical recommendations on the analysis and design of these ones. 
Fredriksson et al. (2000) presented the design characteristics for the first trial at this site 
which consisted of 2 independent cages (16 m diameter each) in 50 m depth water with four 
mooring points each. The approach to do that was based on physical models. Maximum loads 
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measurements were taken in model tests, scale 1:22.5, as 54 kN. The selected design load of the 
system was 77 kN with anchor and mooring ropes factors of safety of 2.3 and 7.5, respectively. 
Irish et al. (2001) developed a system of load cells to monitor anchor mooring loads at the OOA 
site in those two fish cages. Records were taken during October 2000 to March 2001 until a failure 
in the recording system happened due to some storms presented at the site. The maximum load 
recorded during that period was around 3000 pounds (13 kN). Fredriksson et al. (2004) presented 
a numerical simulation and analytical formulation to design a four-grid system anchored in a 
catenary system at this site, its results present loads around 13 kN which were used to pre-size the 
system. Once doing this, a design load of 178 kN was obtained from a dynamical analysis. DeCew 
et al. (2005) performed numerical and physical scale models to know the performance of a modified 
cage and mooring systems there. The cage presented an irregular shape with a hexagonal plant view 
with 23 m diameter. Their results show that the mooring tensions loads would be around 25 kN or 
less, for an extreme case just related to the cage motion. When the authors performed a numerical 
simulation to include current loads, it is found that the mooring tension loads would be in the order 
of 160 kN. 
Communications with Maine Marine Composites (http://mainemarinecomposites.com/), 
an engineering company dedicated to the design of aquaculture farms, offshore structures and boats, 
indicate that at small scale aquaculture farms (1-9 mussels rafts) the mooring load will be between 
0.8 and 57 kN, and for large-scale aquaculture farms (four or more finfish cages) the load will be 
between 70 and 450 kN. These loads ranges are wide; however, they compare well with the studies 
reported herein. 
2.1.3.6 Summary 
A summary of the reported aquaculture loads for different metocean conditions and farm 
configurations is presented in Table 1. Under similar metocean conditions mooring loads are 
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different akin to farm configurations. As discussed previously, the estimation of mooring lines is a 
difficult process where dynamic (waves) conditions can be dominant and difficult to considerate. 
Nevertheless, aiming to give a context of a typical finfish farm cage subjected to current loads, the 
analytical solution provided by Lekang (2008) and Løland (1991) is compared with the reported 
results in Figure 2.19. There the drag (lateral) forces on a farm with 7 net pens of 20x20 m plan 
view sides and 7 m depth, aligned in the current direction are computed. Based on the results 
reported by Zhao et al. (2016), the maximum anchor load is calculated as the 20% of the total 
mooring forces. Then assuming a taut mooring line, inclined a 𝛽 angle, the total mooring force at 
the anchor head is computed. Specific calculation details are presented in Appendix A 
 
 
Figure 2.19. Summary of finfish aquaculture loads compared with theoretical solutions 
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Table 2.1. Summary of aquaculture loads and metocean conditions.  
 
Note: PM: Physical Modeling, FM: Field Measurement, NM: Numerical Modelling, K: Catenary, 
SM: Taut Semi-Taut, TL: Tension Legs, DEA: Drag Embedment Anchor, DW: Dead Weight, 
MP: Mooring Points, B: Cage diameter, L: Long line length, D: Cage depth, u: current velocity, 
H: Wave height, T: Wave period, NR: No Reported. 
  
Reference Study Mooring Anchor MP No. Cages Dimensions Water Metocean conditions Tidal Max. Mooring
Type System Type /longlines B/L D Depth u H T range load
(-) (m) (m) (m) (m/s) (m) (s) (m) (kN)
 Aquaculture Cages
1 Fredriksson et al. (2000) PM K DEA 6 2 16 6 55 1.0 7.98 8.15 - 54
2 Coulbourne and Allen (2001) FM SM-K DEA 8 13 22 5 30 NR - - 10 2.6
3 Irish et al. (2001) FM K DEA 4 1 16 6 52 NR NR NR - 13
4 Fredriksson et al. (2004) NM K DEA 12 4 25-15 15-9 52 1.0 9 8.8 - 147
5 DeCew et al. (2005) NM-PM SM DW 3 1 23 NR 52 1 9 8 - 160
6 Fredriksson et al. (2006) FM NR NR 26 20 31 NR 15 0.8 0.8 2.2 8-9 56
7 Fredriksson et al. (2008) NM K DEA 34 44 20 8 20 0.5 - - - 73
26 28 - - - 62
22 20 - - - 52
8 Huang et al. (2009) NM SM DW 1 1 20 7 30 1.0 6 10 - 39
1 1.0 - - - 56
1 1.0 - - - 22
2 1.0 - - - 33
3 1.0 - - - 41
4 1.0 - - - 47
5 1.0 - - - 53
1 1.0 6 10 - 57
2 1.0 6 10 - 79
3 1.0 6 10 - 98
4 1.0 6 10 - 122
5 1.0 6 10 - 146
9 Vassiliou et al. (2012) NM K DW 26 18 20 NR 18-70 0.4 2 8 - 47
10 Drach et al. (2016) NM K DW 4 1 20 10 50 1.5 9 12 - 120
11 Zhao et al. (2016) PM NR NR 8 1 16 10 20 0.7 - - - 9
8 1 0.9 - - - 12
10 2 0.9 - - - 24
10 2 0.9 - - - 15
12 4 0.9 - - - 19
16 8 0.9 - - - 25
14 4 0.9 - - - 24
Long lines Seaweed Aquaculture
12 Sulaiman et al. (2015) PM NR NR 2 1 100 - 50 2 - - - 25
13 Olanrewaju et al. (2016) NM NR NR 16 10 - 100
16 100 - 270
8 30 100 - 10 0.4 1.5 10 - 2500
8 10 - 1600
Long lines Shellfish Aquaculture
14 Kim et al. (2014)*cage NM K - 4 16 4 4 30 1.0 8 12 - 172
15 Gagnon and Bergeron (2017) PM K-TL DW 2 1 100 - 20-24 0.2 3.5 - 1 0.6
16 Ngyen et al. (2018) FM SM HA 18 24 94.5 - 2 0.3 - - 3 3.0
45 2 - - 3 4.8
24 - 2 - - 7 11.0
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2.1.4 Aquaculture Anchors Uses 
The current state of the art of the aquaculture foundations around the world consists in 
deadweight anchors as well as drag embedment anchors (DEAs). In some cases, aquaculture 
farmers seeking for redundant anchoring systems, use a combination of both methods in the same 
mooring line (from personal conversations with New England University and Cook Aquaculture in 
Coobscok bay). 
Deadweight anchors (Figure 2.20a) are advantageous as: i) the capacity is obtained from 
their self-weight and the friction between this and the soil, ii) a deep knowledge of the soil 
properties is not required, iii) they can be loaded in multiple directions, iv) they are simple to 
construct and install. However, when this kind of anchor is used to hold larger loads than they use 
to hold (10-12 tons) (Buck and Bucholz 2004; Stevens et al. 2008; Vassiliou et al. 2012; Cardia 
and Lovatelli 2015) difficulties deploying and decommission are presented due to limitations in the 
available installation vessels and cranes sizes. This problem could be solved leasing large vessels 
and cranes; however, this implies an increase on the installation and decommissioning costs. In 
terms of their efficiency (ratio of load capacity to anchor weight) deadweight anchors could have 
approximate values of 0.5 and 0.3, while loaded vertically and horizontally in sandy soils, 
respectively. 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 2.20. Current anchoring systems for aquaculture applications: a) concrete blocks, b) drag 
embedment anchors. 
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Drag embedment anchors (DEAs) are advantageous as they have greater efficiency (2.5 to 
3.5) than dead weights since they get the capacity from their self-weight and soil resistance (Figure 
2.20b). Some drawbacks of the implementation of the DEAs are: i) cost associated with soil 
properties investigation, anchor design, and installation, ii) preferential lateral loading limiting the 
inclination angle with respect the horizontal (Aubeny and Chi 2010; Vryhof 2018), and iii) 
environmental damage due to seabed dragging. 
In terms of the capacity, the design of these elements considers certain characteristics of 
the seabed. It is said that if most of the bed is composed of rocky elements, deadweights will be a 
better option, as DEAs will no embed into the floor; on the other hand, if the bed is composed of 
muddy materials, DEAs will reach a good embedment (Cardia and Lovatelli 2015). Special 
attention needs to be taken locating deadweights in hard clay beds where drag forces could move 
these foundations (Cardia and Lovatelli 2015). The reliability of these anchors is considered 
another limitation as a not good characterization of the bed is well-thought-out and the trial and 
error method is executed most of the time (Menicou et al. 2012). 
Some recent advances in aquaculture operations have reported the use of helical anchors 
as for anchoring systems in Europe (e.g., Hafbor n.d., FMS 2018) and some parts of the US 
(Catalina Sea Rach n.d., Helix Mooring Systems 2016). Their use is promising but still they are not 
completely popular due to installation limitations which is starting to be addressed by these 
companies. Further details about the behavior of helical anchors are giving in the next sections.  
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2.2 Helical Anchors Background 
Helical anchors are a lightweight and efficient anchor type with a large potential to be used 
in offshore environments such as aquaculture farming or marine renewable energy. This chapter 
introduces the reader to helical anchors geometric definitions and presents a review of the previous 
studies published, aimed to understand the helical anchor behavior and to predict their capacity 
under multiple loading demands (e.g., vertical, lateral, inclined, or cyclic). After such review an 
appraisal of the installation procedures performed onshore is presented. Finally, this chapter 
presents a summary of the loads hold by helical anchor on previous studies which serve as proof of 
the potential of helical anchors for aquaculture applications. 
Different denominations for helical anchors exist (e.g., screw anchors, helical piles, screw 
piles) which is related to the loading direction (compression or pullout-tension), nevertheless, all 
of them refer to steel foundations composed of a vertical cuboid-(square shaft) or cylindrical- 
(round shaft) section from where perpendicularly discrete helical plates are attached. Figure 2.21 
presents an example of a helical anchor with two plates and its respective geometric definitions 
used in this research. To install them, a torque and a push is applied to the shaft, so it buries into 
the ground and once the helical plates are in contact with the soil, they screw the anchor in shearing 
the soil. After installation, this foundation is designed to sustain either axial (compression or 
tension) or lateral loads. 
Helical anchors were first developed by the civil engineer Alexander Mitchel in 1836 in 
London, and the first uses of this technology were associated with offshore lighthouses and ship 
moorings (Lutenegger 2011). The use of these foundations expanded to ocean front piers, bridges, 
underpinning and anchoring to the ends of 1880s and was considered a great advance in the 
engineering field for that time (Lutenegger 2011). With the development of different foundation 
methods as driving piles, bored piles, and grouted anchors, among others, the use of helical anchors 
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offshore declined between the late 1890s and 1990s, when applications were more prevalent 
onshore (Lutenegger 2011; Perko 2009). 
 
 
Figure 2.21. Helical anchor with square shaft. 
 
Currently, helical anchors are well established in multiple uses onshore such as house 
foundations, buildings, construction additions, underpinning, light poles, pedestrian bridges, guy 
wire anchors, transmission towers, nature walks, excavations tie-backs and wind energy towers 
(Perko 2009). Helical piles are included in the International Building Code 2015 (IBC 2015), as 
deep foundations (Chapter 18, Section 1810) where structural and geotechnical design 
specifications are given for compression and tension loading. 
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Little information it is found in the literature with respect of the current use or design of 
helical anchors offshore, although their first uses were performed for such applications, there is not 
a guideline for such design. What does is recognized on the literature is the potential of helical 
anchors offshore for aquaculture or marine renewable energy solutions (Stevens et al. 2008; Gaudin 
2014; Byrne and Houlsby 2015; Houlsby 2016; Lutenegger 2017; Mohajerani et al. 2016). 
2.2.1 Helical Anchors Bearing Capacity 
In this subchapter it is presented an overview of the available design methods and 
investigations performed on helical anchors aimed to explain its behavior under vertical, lateral, 
inclined, and cyclic loading conditions. Herein it can be seen how the bearing capacity varies due 
to the anchors’ geometry, soil type, and loading direction. 
2.2.1.1 Vertical Loading 
Three methodologies are available for the determination of the geotechnical vertical 
capacity either in compression or tension, being these: i) cylindrical shear, ii) individual bearing 
plates and iii) torque correlation. The first two theories are based on the way the soil-anchor 
interaction develops the resistance (Mitsch and Clemence 1985; Mooney et al. 1985), while the 
latter is based on field experience where the anchors’ capacity is associated with the torque 
requested to install it as of a way to perform indirect field testing. 
The cylindrical shear method (Figure 2.22) assumes that at failure, a cylinder 
circumscribed by the helical plates perimeters it is formed, getting the resistance from the soil-soil 
friction contact, and that at the top (uplift) or bottom (compression) plate a bulb mobilizes the 
resistance as a function of the anchor geometry and depth. The generalized equation of this 
condition is: 
 𝑃𝑢 = 𝜋𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑚 − 1)𝑆𝜏 + 𝐴𝑡𝑞𝑢𝑙𝑡 + 𝑄𝑠ℎ (2.9) 
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where 𝑃𝑢: is the ultimate geotechnical capacity, 𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the average plate diameter, (𝑛 − 1)𝑆 is the 
length of the created cylinder, 𝑚 number of plates, 𝜏 is the soil shear resistance, 𝐴𝑡 is either the top 
or bottom helix area, 𝑞𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the soil ultimate bearing capacity calculated as a function of the soil 
shear resistance and geometry, and 𝑄𝑠ℎ is the resistance around the shaft above the upper plate, 
depending on the adhesion or friction between the soil and the shaft. 
The soil ultimate bearing capacity 𝑞𝑢𝑙𝑡 is determined based on the way the plate makes the 
soil fail, where helical anchors at shallow depths in sands, make the soil forming a cone to the 
surface (Mitsch and Clemence 1985), nevertheless for deep cases in sands and clays the ultimate 
soil bearing pressure, 𝑞𝑢𝑙𝑡, could be defined in terms of the Terzaghi  bearing capacity equation for 
circular foundations: 
 𝑞𝑢𝑙𝑡 = 1.3𝑐𝑁𝑐 + 𝑞
′𝑁𝑞 + 0.3𝛾𝐷𝑁𝛾 (2.10) 
where 𝑐 is the soil cohesion, 𝑞′ is the effective pressure at the plate depth, 𝛾 is the soil unit weight, 
and 𝑁𝑐, 𝑁𝑞, and 𝑁𝛾 are bearing capacity factors function of the soil shear resistance. The previous 
expression is valuable nevertheless much of the research performed on helical anchors have 
determined that these factors are different for helical anchors than for shallow and deep foundations 
and dependent on the loading direction. For the clayey soils, the focus of this research, it is said 
that the bearing soil ultimate capacity should be computed as: 
 𝑞𝑢𝑙𝑡 = 𝑁𝑐𝑠𝑢 (2.11) 
where 𝑠𝑢 is the soil undrained shear strength. 
The individual bearing capacity method (Figure 2.22) assumes that the anchor obtains the 
capacity from the soil bearing capacity above or below each plate, depending on the loading 
direction, uplift or compression, respectively. The anchor capacity for this method is: 
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 𝑃𝑢 =∑𝑞𝑢𝑙𝑡𝐴𝑛
𝑛
+ 𝑄𝑠ℎ (2.12) 
where the parameters have been previously defined. 
 
Figure 2.22. Cylindrical shear an individual plate bearing capacity methods (Perko 2009) 
 
The torque correlation method was presented by Hoyt and Clemence (1989) as an approach 
to reduce the uncertainty of the prediction of the ultimate capacity based on poor soil shear 
resistance characterization. This methodology correlates the ultimate anchor capacity to the 
installation torque as: 
 𝑃𝑢 = 𝑘𝑇 × 𝑇 (2.13) 
where 𝑘𝑇 represents the torque correlation factor, and 𝑇 is the average installation torque at the 
design depths. Hoyt and Clemence (1989) presents 𝑘𝑇 values of 33 and 23 𝑚
−1 for square and 
round anchors with less than 89 mm shaft diameters, and 9.8 𝑚−1 for anchors with 219 mm shaft 
diameter. Manufacturers (e.g., Hubell/CHANCE 2014; Magnum 2016) recommends the use of this 
methodology with torque correlation factors between 30 𝑚−1 and 0.6 𝑚−1 for small (1.5” 
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diameter) square shaft and for large (10” diameter) circular shafts, respectively. Note that no 
distinction is presented in most of the cases for this methodology for the type of soil or the loading 
direction (compression vs. uplift). Perhaps this method has been used it has been demonstrated that 
this method lacks on a match between the laboratory and field testing and do not represent a real 
failure mechanism (Perko 2000). 
Parametrical studies 
To correlate the geotechnical capacity of helical anchors with its geometry under vertical 
loading (compression or uplift), multiple parametrical studies have been performed using physical 
scale or centrifuge testing (e.g., Narasimha Rao et al. 1991, Narasimha Rao and Prasad 1993, Wang 
et al. 2010; Stanier et al. 2013,), numerical finite element simulations (e.g., Livneh and El Naggar 
2008; Merifield 2011; Wang et al. 2013) and field testing (e.g., Abdelghany and El Naggar 2010; 
Sakr 2010a;b; Li et al 2018). 
To find the critical spacing that separates the failure mechanisms proposed before, 
Narasimha Rao et al. (1991) and Narasimha Rao and Prasad (1993) performed numeral physical 
scale testing on helical anchors. Results indicate that for a spacing ratio (𝑆/𝐷𝑝) greater than 1.5 the 
failure mechanism was not cylindrical and conversely individual bearing plates, being maximum 
pull-out loads reached during the cylindrical shear development. Other laboratory studies 
performed by Stanier et al. (2013) and Wang et al (2010), validated the presence of the cylindrical 
shear failure for spacing ratios lower than 3, and numerical simulations with Large Deformation 
Finite Element (LDFE) methods indicates that the threshold where local failure occurs in plates 
instead of the cylindrical shear is around 3.2 (Wang et al. 2013). However, in contrast to these 
findings, Lutenegger (2009) presented field data testing, demonstrating that these thresholds do not 
apply for stiff soils. 
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In terms of the embedment depth, Lutenegger (2009) defined deep helical anchors for depth 
ratios  /𝐷 greater than 6, where the failure surface is similar to deep foundations, whereas 
Narasimha Rao et al. (1993), describes deep anchors when  /𝐷 is greater than 4 and no cracks are 
observed in surface. Narasimha Rao et al. (1993) also defined shallow anchors, when  /𝐷<2, and 
the shear resistance is attributed to the cylinder formed by plate diameters and tension cracks are 
presented; and transition anchors, when 2< /𝐷<4, here the ultimate pull-out loading has 
contributions of the cylinder formed by the plates, the shallow plate resistance and shaft skin 
resistance between the shallow plate and the surface, some light cracks are observed in the surface. 
When determining the breakaway factor, 𝑁𝑐, to estimate the upper plate bearing resistance, 
multiple discussions have been set in terms of which factors should be used, with a variation of 
these between 9 and 19. Money et al. (1985) and Narasimha Rao et al. (1991) recommend the use 
of breakaway factors determined by Meyerhof (1951) for single plates and validated with tests 
performed on plate anchors by Adams and Klym (1972) and Meyerhof and Adams (1968). These 
theories assume that the soil under tension has a similar load behavior than under compression with 
critical breakaway factors between 9 and 10. Adding to this method, Perko (2009), recommends 
using a value of 9 based on the theory presented by Skempton (1951) for deep foundations after 
including shape and depth factors. Merifield (2011) performed numerical simulations on helical 
anchors to determine the breakaway factors on multi-plate anchors, finding a critical value of 12.6. 
Young (2012) and Stuedlein and Uzielli (2014) analyzed real data on helical anchors testing to 
back-calculate this parameter. Young (2012) proposed a critical value of 11.4 for a relative depth 
greater than 6 and Stuedlein. Uzielli (2014) found a variation of the 𝑁𝑐 values from 8 to 16 
approximately, with a mean value close to 10. Figure 2.23 presents a summary of the back 
calculated values and equation proposed by Young (2012) 
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Figure 2.23. Changes in uplift breakaway factors with depth for helical anchors on clays (Young 
2012) 
 
Axial Load Transfer (ALT) has also been part of the discussion studying helical 
piles/anchors, to understand how much of the applied load it is being held by the helical plates or 
shaft. It is considered that the best way to predict this behavior is with the installation of strain 
gages (Figure 2.24) along the shaft at different depths. Abdelghany (2008), Abdelghany and El 
Naggar (2010) (2016) installed strain gages on small square shaft helical anchors (45 mm square 
shaft, 8”-10”-12” plates, 3.6m total length) under compression in clays founding that 12 to 16% of 
the load was taken by the shaft above the top helix, 38 to 62% by the inter-helix resistance, and 26 
to 46% by the bottom helix. Zhang (1999) also study ALT in large shaft diameter helical anchors 
(𝐷/𝑑 = 1.6) under compression and tension. Results indicate that under compression, the upper 
shaft resists from 35 to 40% of the load, while the interhelix zone takes from 40 to 20% of the load 
and the bottom helix around the same amount (20-40%). Tension test performed by Zhang (1999) 
on a short pile (SP) and a long pile (LP) indicate that 40% of the measured load is held by the upper 
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shaft in both cases, but with different distributions, having the SP more contribution from the 
surficial part. Figure 2.25 presents a normalized comparison of the axial load distributions at the 
ultimate loads applied for the previous cases. 
 
Figure 2.24. Strain gages installed on square shaft helical anchors (Abdelghany and El Naggar 
2010) 
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 2.25. Axial load transfer (ALT) measured during field testing in: a) compression (after 
Zhang 1999, Abdelghany 2008), and b) uplift tension (after Zhang 1999).*HP: Helical Plates  
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Parametrical studies on helical piles performed by Nagata and Hirata (2005), Spagnoli and 
Gavin (2016), Papadopoulou et al. (2014) addressed the influence of: i) the helical plate to shaft 
diameter ratio, ii) number of plates, iii) soil stiffness, iv) soil undrained shear strength, v) and soil 
friction angle, on the vertical uplift behavior. Results indicate that uplift capacities increased when 
all these variables increased, being of most influence the plate diameter, soil stiffness, and 
undrained shear strength. Small changes were observed with the soil friction angle. 
Failure Definition 
In helical anchors pull-out test, force-displacement curves as the presented in Figure 2.26 
are obtained. Common practices for the design of piles under compression have used a limit value 
of 10% of the pile diameter, which is related with acceptable displacements ranges for onshore 
applications lower than 1-2 inch (Perko 2009). In the helical anchors’ case it would be the plate 
diameter who mobilizes the soil resistance. Among other interpretation methods on helical anchors 
exist: a) modified Davisson (ICC-ES 2007), b) Hansen Brinch-Hansen 1963) and c) Decourt 
(Decourt 1999). The modified Davisson method considers the 10% previous criteria but includes 
the additional force created by the shaft elongation or compression, so the failure load will be given 
by the intersection of the elastic displacement line starting from 0.1𝐷 with the real data. The other 
two methods, Hansen and Decourt methods, predict the ultimate load which creates a plunging 
mechanism during loading. These methods calculate the ultimate capacities based on regression 
analysis from the equations: 
Hansen: 𝑃 =
√𝛿
𝐶1𝛿 + 𝐶2
 (2.14) 
Decourt: 𝑃 =
𝐶2𝛿
1 − 𝐶1𝛿
 (2.15) 
where 𝛿 is the vertical displacement, and 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are regression constants from the field-testing 
data. As this research will approach multiple loadings directions it is important to distinguish the 
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displacement direction, so for vertical pullout loadings displacement is 𝑢𝑧 and for lateral load 𝑢𝑥. 
Presented in Figure 2.26 are the 3 methods presented showing that for the given data the 
modified Davisson method predicts an ultimate load of 29 kN while the Hansen and Decourt 
methods predict loads of 53 and 57 kN, respectively. 
 
Figure 2.26. Load-displacement curve and capacity prediction methods. 
 
Lutenegger (2008) performed a parametric study with multiple field tests, and found that 
the ultimate load at 10% of the plate diameter was an adequate normalization parameter for tests at 
different depths. Similar recommendations for this failure definition have been followed by other 
authors (e.g., Abdelghany 2008; Perko 2009). It is recognized the need and the advantage of using 
this normalizer, however, some authors (e.g., Stuedlein and Uzielli 2014, Lanyi-Bennet and Deng 
2018) used 5% instead of 10%. 
2.2.1.2 Lateral Loading 
It is clearly stated by helical anchor manufacturers (e.g. Hubell/CHANCE 2013) that the 
ideal load conditions that these elements are manufactured for are axial loads where mobilization 
of the resistance from the plates is desired. Nevertheless, some environmental factors such as 
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earthquakes, currents, or winds may demand lateral loads on helical anchors, thus an understanding 
of helical anchors under this loading is important to assess. Soil-Helical anchors interaction under 
lateral loading presents multiples difficulties due to the complexity of the geometry and the soil 
response which changes while displaced during loading. In most of the cases, piles subject to lateral 
loads have been studied using soil-structure interaction theory based on finite differences where 
the soil is represented by means of springs reacting to the pile loading.  
Parametrical studies 
Few studies have investigated lateral loading capacity on the helical anchor which must 
consider both geotechnical and structural (i.e., shaft bending capacity) limits. Lateral capacity has 
been studied in terms of the number of plates, size, and location of the upper plate (Prasad and 
Narasimha Rao 1996; Mittal et al. 2010; Al-Baghdadi et al. 2015; Abdrabbo and El Wakil 2016), 
obtaining results that indicate that when compared to a single or plane pile without helices, helical 
anchors’ geotechnical lateral resistance can be 1.2 to 3 times greater. Al-Baghdadi et al. (2017) also 
studied the effects of a vertical pullout or compression load on the lateral capacity of helical 
anchors, being the anchor vertically loaded first and then horizontally. Numerical analyses 
indicated that when compression loads up to 80% of the vertical capacity are applied, the lateral 
capacity could increase up to 1.9 times than without vertical load, while at the same amount of 
pullout load the lateral capacity could reduce this up to 0.85. Another way of gaining lateral 
capacity was presented by Abdelghany (2008) where the injection grout to the upper shaft section, 
increases the bending stiffness and the lateral capacity. 
Puri et al. (1984) indicated that lateral resistance of HAs is not influenced by the number 
of plates when they are located at depths greater than three to five times the relative stiffness defined 
as: 
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 𝑇 = (
 𝐼
𝑛ℎ
)
1/5
  (2.16) 
where  𝐼 is the pile shaft bending stiffness and 𝑛ℎ is the horizontal soil subgrade reaction, meaning 
that when helical plates are below the fixity point, they do not contribute to the lateral capacity and 
is just the shaft the element that works. 
Failure definition 
The lateral capacity of helical anchors has been estimated based on displacement limits, 
representing a concern on the superstructure sustained by the helical anchors, rather than the 
anchor-soil interaction limit states. IBC (2015) recommends the estimation of the lateral load 
capacity as half of the load that causes a tip lateral displacement of 1 inch (25.4 mm). However, 
some manufacturers (e.g. Magnum) use to define this capacity as the load present at a half inch, 
which assumes a linear behavior on the former definition. Some other authors (e.g., Prasad and 
Narasimha Rao 1996, Chari and Meyerhof 1983) use a criterion of failure when the load-
displacement becomes linear with small changes in slope. When combined loading is applied 
(vertical and horizontal), Al-Baghdadi et al. (2017) used a limit inclination angle criterion of 0.25º 
for offshore wind jacks while Hubbell/CHANCE (2014) recommends using an angle lower than 
15º for onshore structures. 
2.2.1.3 Inclined Loading 
On the previously presented studies, vertical and lateral behavior of helical anchors has 
been studied in a separated and independent manner performing numerical, physical, centrifuge, or 
field-testing analyses. However, few studies have focused on studying a combination of both 
demands on single helical anchors, which can be the case as in aquaculture farming or marine 
renewable energy. The behavior of either sallow (footings) or deep (piles) foundations under 
inclined loads and moments have been classically studied in terms of interaction diagrams (e.g., 
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Chari and Meyerhof 1983; Meyerhof and Sastry 1985; Koumoto, et al. 1986; Randolph and 
Guorvenec 2011) were vertical, lateral, and moments capacities are combined in multiple plots (see 
Figure 2.27). After Meyerhof’s work in the laboratory using rigid piles, it was proposed that the 
capacity under inclined loads should be determined by an equation of the form: 
 (
 
 0
)
2
+ (
𝑉
𝑉90
)
2
= 1 (2.17) 
where  and 𝑉 are the horizontal and vertical components of the inclined load, and  0 and 𝑉90 are 
the pure lateral and vertical capacities. Numerical simulations (e.g., Lit et al. 2014; Conte et al. 
2015) evaluated the validity of the previous solution. Conte et al. (2015) studied flexible reinforced 
concrete piles under inclined compression loads, defining failure at 5% of the pile diameter, 
interaction diagrams indicate that the previous theory for rigid piles does not match for flexible. Li 
et al. performed more than 500 numerical simulations to find a complete interaction diagram of 
piles under inclined lading in compression, tension and external moments. Displacement controls 
were used, and failure was defined as the point where the numerical model collapsed. Note that Li 
et al. did not control the load direction and their main aim was to investigate failure envelopes 
which are presented in Figure 2.28. 
Among the studies of helical anchors under inclined loads there are the reported by Zhang 
et al. (2009) and Dong and Zheng (2015) were the behavior of rigid helical anchors doing physical 
scale testing at an inclination of 30 degrees was studied reporting how the stress distribution 
changes around the plates during the inclined loading. Also, physical testing was also performed 
by Reape and Naughton (2018) and Sakr et al. (2016) on sands. Reape and Naughton (2018) found 
that for large shaft diameter helical piles, the plunging inclined load capacity is larger under lateral 
than during vertical loading, conversely to the results presented by Sakr et al. (2016). 
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Figure 2.27. Interaction diagrams for inclined loading and moments (Randolph and Gourvenec 
2011). 
 
 
Figure 2.28. Total a), and normalized b) failure envelopes obtained by Li et al. (2014) 
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2.2.1.4 Cyclic Loading 
Among the limitations of the current design procedures of helical anchors it is found that 
these procedures are based on onshore applications (i.e., wind turbines, communication towers, 
power poles) (International Code Council 2009; Perko 2009) where recommendations about the 
dynamic behavior are based on wind or seismic cyclic loading for different return periods. For 
helical anchors located on open offshore sites, this dynamic behavior in multiple directions is 
expected most of the time, thus understanding and assessing its behavior under this loading scenario 
it is demanding. The next paragraphs present a summary of some of the studies aimed to predict 
the post cyclic behavior of helical anchors under vertical, lateral and inclined loading, where 
predominantly it is said that the cyclic loads increase the helical anchors resistance. 
On the axial load case, Perko (2009) suggests that when cyclic loadings are expected, the 
ultimate load capacity should be one such the dynamic load stays in a 25% of this, meaning that if 
a factor of safety of 2 is used, the cyclic load should stay on the 50% of the working load. Narasimha 
Rao and Prasad (1991) and Prasad and Narasimha Rao (1994a) based on physical testing on soft 
marine clays found that when cyclic pullout loading is preserved under a 50% of the ultimate load, 
the capacity increased with a reduction in displacement. This behavior can be explained as a 
stiffening of the soil during the cyclic loading. Cerato and Victor (2009) also found an increase in 
the ultimate load capacity after dynamic loading based on field testing, however, high variability 
in the soil conditions and a non-direct comparison was done in this research to predict that behavior. 
Abdelghany (2008) reported field testing of helical piles before and after cyclic compression 
loading in clayey soils. Helical piles were 3.6 and 5.2 m deep ( /𝐷 ≈12 and 19) and loaded up to 
50% of its ultimate capacity, and then subjected to 15 loading cycles changing the loads from 25 
to 50% of Pu every 30 min. After this cyclic loading, piles were unloaded and loaded again to 
obtain the resistance at the same displacements. Results indicate that in the shallower pile, there 
was not a reduction or increase in the resistance after cyclic loading, and in the deeper pile, there 
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was a 30% in the capacity. Based on the author’s interpretation, such increase is attributed to a 
contact of the helices with the adjacent soil during this cyclic loading. Grouted helical anchors also 
reported an increase of their resistance after uplifting cyclic loading; in some cases, this increase 
was not significant, however, increase in stiffness was observed. 
Post anchor behavior after cyclic lateral loading was studied by Prasad and Narasimha Rao 
(1994b) who presented a laboratory set-up to study the pull-out behavior after lateral cyclic loading 
on helical anchors. Prasad and Narasimha Rao (1994b) loaded the anchor with cyclic lateral loads 
up to 70% of the static lateral capacity and 500 cycles. It was found that there is not a reduction in 
the uplift resistance after this cyclic loading. Lateral deflections of 10% the shaft diameter was 
obtained, creating a gap in the interface soil-anchor shaft. The presence of this gap and the non-
reduction of the ultimate load may indicate the low contribution in resistance by the skin shaft 
force. Abdelghany (2008) also reported cyclic effects on lateral capacity on grouted helical anchors. 
Anchors were laterally loaded to 12.5 mm pile head displacement and then loaded with 15 cycles 
between 50% and 100% of their lateral capacity (defined as the 12.5 mm load). Reported results 
indicate that grouted piles reduced their capacity between 2 to 5 times after cyclic loading. Authors 
attribute this behavior with the grouting cracking during cyclic loading. 
For cyclic inclined loading, Dong and Zheng (2015) did not find a clear trend on the post 
cyclic inclined behavior of helical anchors loaded at 30 degrees. Authors compared static test 
results before and after 10,000 sinusoidal cycles at 5 Hz; finding that depending on the preloading 
ratio, the capacity could either increase or decrease. 
2.2.2 Helical Anchors Installation 
Installation of helical anchors onshore has a well-established method. A torsion device to 
drive the anchor in the soil and a HA with its respective extensions are needed in addition to some 
other devices. This can be performed using machinery or even human effort for a shallow purpose.  
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For the installation of helical anchors with machinery, a hydraulic torque motor with 
capacities of (6000-100000 N-m), a hydraulic machine to drive the motor with a proper alignment 
and position (e.g. bobcat or excavator), a torque motor connection (drive pin) and helical anchors’ 
extensions are some of the implements needed as shown in Figure 2.29. Some steps for the 
installation of HA are (Perko, 2009): 
1. Attach the HA with the installation motor. 
2. Align the HA in the desired location. 
3. Applied pressure to insert the sharp end of the HA into the ground. 
4. Review how vertical is the anchor. 
5. Align the motor with the vertical. 
6. Start rotation of the HA 
7. Review of vertical alignment. 
8. Write down the torque, depth, and number of rotations. 
9. Stop when the upper part of the HA is close to the ground to add an extension 
10. Check vertical alignment and continue the rotation. 
11. Repeat steps 9 and 10 until getting the desired depth or design torque. 
Among the advantages found in the installation process are found a short installation time, 
ability of installation in any weather condition and noise reduction when compared with other pile 
foundations. 
So far helical anchors are not widely used offshore, as there is not a well-established 
methodology to perform this anchor installation. This factor represents one of the biggest 
challenges to extent them offshore (Lutenegger 2017, Houlsby 2016). Different consultant 
companies (e.g., Hafbor n.d., FMS 2018) had proposed different practical solutions to this 
engineering challenge. 
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Figure 2.29. Helical anchor installation (Perko 2009). 
 
2.2.2.1 Installation Effects 
The influence of installation effects on the behavior of helical anchors has been evaluated 
in either clay e.g., (Weech and Howie 2012; Lutenegger, Erikson, and Williams, 2014; Bagheri and 
El Naggar 2015; Fahmy and El Naggar 2017;) or sand (e.g., Agudelo Pérez et al., 2018; Mosquera, 
Tsuha, Schiavon, and Thorel, 2015; Nagata and Hirata, 2005; Tsuha et al. 2012). In these researches 
it is recognized that helical anchors installation generates soil disturbance mainly due to two 
factors: i) shaft displacement and ii) helical plate cutting. The shaft displacement is present during 
the initial part of the helical anchor installation, where the shaft on the tip of the lead section is 
pushed into the soil, creating a gap infilled by the anchor while the soil is displaced laterally and 
dragged downward. Helical plate cutting is present when the helical plates are rotated while 
advancing in depth spirally as the anchor goes through, displacing it upward, downward, and 
laterally. 
Weech and Howiew (2012), reported field installation effects of grouted-shaft multi-helix 
helical piles on sensitive soils. Detailed field instrumentation including piezometers and strain 
gages on the pile shaft allowed the authors to study excess pore water pressure during installation. 
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Excess pore water pressures radially measured from the pile edge indicates that these extended 
longer due to the helical plate installation than to the shaft penetration (Figure 2.30a). Weech and 
Howiew (2012) indicated these excess water pressure extended a distance about 10 to 12 times the 
plate thickness from the edge of the of the helical plate. Axial load compression test performed at 
1 hour, 7 days, and 6 weeks, indicated that the higher the waiting time, the higher the load, as the 
remolded material was able to re-consolidate (Figure 2.30b). With the obtained load tests and strain 
gages measurements, the authors back calculated the mobilized shear resistance by the plates and 
the shaft comparing this with remolded strengths on site. Results indicate that: a) the undrained 
shear strength around the shaft was fully mobilized, b) around the intermediate plates the strength 
was partially mobilized, and c) around the bottom plate, the shear strength was equal to the intact 
strength. 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 2.30. Helical anchors installation effects on sensitive soils: a) radial distribution of excess 
pore water pressure, b) load-settlement curves for multiple recovering times (Weech and Howie 
2012) 
Based on the previous observations, Bagheri and El Naggar (2015) analyzed a database of 
helical anchor and piles tested under tension and compression, with strain gages instrumentation in 
some of them. With the reported maximum load values, the authors also back-calculated undrained 
shear strengths and proposed a methodology to estimate the capacity helical anchor capacity 
including the installation effects. This methodology uses the same theory of individual bearing 
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plates or cylindrical shear failure, previously presented (Section 2.2.1) but modifies the undrained 
shear resistance values to be used. The authors said that when individual bearing capacity is 
calculated for all the plates or just the upper plate in the cylindrical shear approach, the undrained 
shear strength should be calculated using the Skempton’s (1951) method as: 
 𝑠𝑢 = 𝑠𝑢𝑝 − 0.5 × (𝑠𝑢𝑝 − 𝑠𝑢𝑟) (2.18) 
where 𝑠𝑢 is the mobilized shear strength, 𝑠𝑢𝑝 is the peak shear strength, and 𝑠𝑢𝑟 is the remolded or 
residual strength. The use of partially residual strength of the previous equation is because, during 
the plate bearing, the mobilized soil will include intact and remolded resistances. For the cylindrical 
shear zone, the authors recommend using the soil residual strength. Fahmy and El Naggar (2017), 
after considering the previous recommendations, studied the numerically the installation effects on 
large diameter helical piles under tension, compression, and lateral loading on clays with sensitivity 
equal 3. Results indicated the installation effects were more critical under vertical loading than 
under lateral loading. For vertical loading, the disturbed soil around the shaft plays a more 
important role than under lateral loading where the soil mobilizes resistance out of the disturbed 
zone. Figure 2.31 presents a summary of the obtained results when helical piles were wished in 
place and when they considered installation effects. 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 2.31. Comparison of helical simulated as wished in place and considering soil disturbance 
under: a) uplift loading and b) lateral loading (Fahmy and El Naggar 2017). 
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Agudelo Pérez et al. (2017) while studying helical anchor installation disturbance in dense 
sands by means of centrifuge testing, reported similar observations. Centrifuge testing allowed the 
determination of disturbance zones called zone 1 and zone 2 (see Figure 2.32). The cited authors 
performed a back-calculation analysis to determine the disturbed zones ideal parameters with a 
finite element approach using a MC strain softening model. Results indicated that in the zone 1, the 
friction angle was equal to the residual parameter and the Young modulus was 0.8 times the one of 
the undisturbed zone, while in zone 2 these parameters were marginally higher. 
 
Figure 2.32. Installation disturbance zones in dense sands (Agudelo Pérez et al. 2017) 
2.2.3 Helical Anchors and Aquaculture Industry 
To verify if the aquaculture loads introduced in the previous Aquaculture Background 
section can be hold by helical anchors, Figure 2.33 presents a compilation of 140 pull-out tests 
presented by Perko (2009) for multiple anchor depths and number of plates in different soils. An 
increase in the pullout resistance is obtained when the plate diameter increases. Comparing this 
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figure with Figure 2.19, this anchoring technology represents a feasible solution to this sector with 
typically used anchor geometries. However, further studies are needed and addressed in this 
research to understand helical anchors behavior under specific aquaculture loading conditions. 
 
Figure 2.33. Ultimate load vs plate diameter (after Perko 2009) 
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3 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF HELICAL ANCHORS 
The main purpose of this chapter is to study the helical anchors bearing capacity under 
inclined loading using 3D finite element analyses. To achieve this goal, different helical anchors 
geometries in different soil conditions were analyzed to: 
• Validate the finite element model with previously published results for vertical pullout. 
• Investigate the pure horizontal capacity of helical anchors, with specific attention given to 
the influence of shaft rigidity, soil strength, soil stiffness, and depth of the upper helical 
plate. 
• Understand the effect of the helical plate for lateral loading conditions. 
• Study how the capacity or ultimate line load is influenced by the inclination angle. 
• Investigate the interaction between the mobilized uplift resistance generated by the plate 
and the lateral resistance generated along the shaft under inclined loading scenarios. 
• Explore the optimum inclination loading angle and how this is influenced by shaft rigidity, 
soil strength, soil stiffness, and depth of the upper helical plate. 
This chapter is subdivided into eight subsections where the model setup is presented 
initially, followed by a failure definition, and an explanation of the loading procedure. After this, a 
description of the helical anchors analyzed is presented, followed by the results of a parametric 
study for vertical, lateral and inclined loading. The chapter concludes with a summary of the 
analyses and findings. 
3.1 3D Finite Element Model Setup 
This section presents a detailed explanation of the 3D finite element model setup, 
presenting the elements studied, the model space, calculation procedure, constitutive model, and 
model limitations. Helical anchors are a foundation type with geometry that consists of a helical 
plate element(s) installed at depth that are attached to a vertical shaft that extends to the ground 
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surface. When helical anchors are loaded vertically, symmetry of the system may be simulated with 
a 2D axisymmetric model. However, when helical anchors are subjected to horizontal or inclined 
loads a 3D analysis may be used to capture the non-uniform soil resistance mobilized along the 
plate(s) and shaft. 
3.1.1 Element Types and Purpose 
Numerical simulations of helical anchors were performed by Merifield (2011) and Wang 
et al. (2013) using 2D axisymmetric conditions for vertical loading without consideration of shaft 
geometry and material properties (i.e. rigid plate). Further research was performed by multiple 
authors using 3D finite element modeling for vertical and lateral loading with and without 
consideration of the helical shape (pitch) (e.g., Kurian and Shah 2009, Al-Baghdadi et al. 2015, Al-
Baghdadi et al. 2017, George et al. 2017). Kurian and Shah (2009) and George et al. (2017) 
concluded the influence of the helical pitch produces an increase in vertical capacity of at least 9% 
when compared with a flat plate. However, during those non-symmetrical models, helical anchors 
experienced rotations or non-uniform movements during pullout on the horizontal direction that 
later had to be constrained. Such constrain could lead to such increase when compared with the flat 
plate. Al-Baghdadi et al. (2017) stated the inclusion of the helical pitch generates small increases 
in vertical and lateral capacity of 5% and 1%, respectively. Computed results from these studies 
suggest the helical pitch has a limited influence on vertical and lateral geotechnical capacity, and 
do not consider installation effects associated with soil disturbance, which are likely more 
influential. 
The procedure suggested by Al-Baghdadi et al. (2017) for model geometry was adopted to 
simulate helical anchors with solid and hollow shafts. For convenient processing of structural forces 
in the shaft, a beam element was included through the center of volume elements that are 
surrounded by shell elements to simulate the 3D shaft geometry and connection of the helical plate. 
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While structural loads may be resolved from the volume or shell elements in Plaxis 3D (Figure 
3.1), it is computationally more expensive and inconvenient to process computed results. 
Significantly more elements (greater than 400,000 vs. 180,000 with a beam element) are required 
to converge to the same solution as simple beam elements. The model geometry for helical anchors 
is illustrated in Figure 3.1, whose element types and purposes are presented in the next paragraphs 
and summarized in in Table 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1. Helical anchor modeling features 
 
• “Soil” Volume Elements: Following recommendations from Brinkgreve et al. (2017), this 3D 
volume element was chosen to simulate the bending stiffness of the shaft. Soil volumes are 10 
node tetrahedral elements with 4 stress integration points. A non-porous linear elastic material 
was selected with stiffness and moment of inertia properties that generate an equivalent 
bending stiffness to the helical anchors being modeled: 
  𝑆𝑉𝐼𝑆𝑉 =  𝐻𝐴𝐼𝐻𝐴 (3.1) 
where  𝑆𝑉𝐼𝑆𝑉 and  𝐻𝐴𝐼𝐻𝐴 represents the bending stiffness of the soil volume and helical 
anchor, respectively. Helical anchors were simulated in the same manner for square shafts. 
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• Shaft Plate: Shell elements surrounding the soil volume elements were simulated with a low 
equivalent bending stiffness, 1 × 10−6 less than the soil volume element, for convenient 
connection of the helical plate elements in Plaxis 3D, application of interface elements, and 
shaft geometry. This element is composed of 6-node triangular plate elements with 6 degrees 
of freedom, three translational and three rotational according to Mindlin’s theory (Bathe 2014). 
Note that for hollow helical anchors this element is enough to obtain force-displacement curves 
as it represents real geometry and mobilization of geotechnical resistance. While it is possible 
to use only shell elements for the shaft, extracting structural loads is less convenient than the 
beam element through the center of the shaft. Figure 3.2 compares vertical and lateral force-
displacement plots obtained using only soil volume elements and a plate element with actual 
stiffness and geometric properties to demonstrate that computed results in each case are 
equivalent. Soil structure interaction is simulated with an exterior interface on the shell 
elements. 
 
Figure 3.2. Force-displacement plots for hollow shafts helical anchors simulated using soil 
volume and shaft plate elements for: a) vertical uplift, b) lateral loading. 
 
• Helical Plate: Helical plates were simulated as planar with the understanding that differences 
in capacity are small when the helical pitch is considered, as previously discussed. The actual 
steel properties and thicknesses were assigned to helical plates. The same 6-node element used 
for the shaft in this case. An exterior interface was applied to the surface. 
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• Beam element: This structural element type was introduced in the center of the soil volume 
element to conveniently process structural forces, such as axial load transfer and bending 
moment along the shaft. After meshing, a 3-node beam element with six degrees of freedom, 
three translational and three rotational, were used. The beam behaves according to Mindlin’s 
theory (Bathe 2014). Linear elastic material properties were selected such that the equivalent 
bending stiffness is 1 × 10−6 less than the soil volume element. Note that the soil volume could 
also be used to extract structural forces from the element, however, the internal algorithm of 
this element makes an approximation of the bending stiffness dependent on the number of 
elements and is thus less convenient and computationally more expensive. 
• Interface: Interface elements were used to simulate soil-structure interaction and to allow soil-
anchor separation (i.e. the breakaway condition). Thus, when the anchor is subjected to pullout 
and/or lateral loads, the lower part of the plate or unloaded side of the shaft will not 
unrealistically compute excessive suction (i.e. tension) on the shaft or plates. These are 12-
node elements with 6 pairs of nodes and no thickness. The interface parameters were selected 
to be equal to the surrounding soil with assuming a drained condition (effective stress 
parameters) to allow breakaway at this location and to prevent the soil from applying tension 
to the helical anchor. 
Table 3.1. Elements parameters to simulate Helical Anchors 
 
 
Element Soil Volume Shaft Plate Beam Helical Plates Interface
Purpose Simulate rigid 
elements 
inside the soil
Simulate shaft 
behavior and 
connect 
helical plates
Extract 
structural 
forces from 
the element
Simulate helical 
plate as planar 
element
Allow 
separation 
between soil 
and anchor
General
Material Model Linear Elastic Linear Elastic Linear Elastic Linear Elastic Elasto-Plastic
Drainage Type Non-porous - - - Drained
Unit weight γsat kN/m
3 γeq γeq ·10
-3
γeq ·10
-3 78 -
Parameters
Young's Modulus E kN/m
2 E eq E eq ·10
-6
E eq ·10
-6
200·10
-6 Surrounded soil
Possion's ratio ν' - 0.33 0.33 - 0.33 Surrounded soil
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3.1.2 Modeling Space 
Helical anchors subjected to lateral or inclined loading requires a 3D modeling technique. 
Symmetry of the helical anchors was taken advantage of by modeling half of the helical anchor. A 
summary of the model geometry is presented in Figure 3.3, where 𝑋 represents the in-plane 
horizontal dimension in the direction of lateral loading through the center of the anchor, 𝑌 is the 
out-of-plane dimension, and 𝑍 is the total depth of the model space. Note that half cylindrical zone 
around the helical anchor denoted by 𝐷’ and  ’, where 𝐷’ = 2𝐷 and  ’ = 1.125 , was set to refine 
the mesh around the helical anchor. 
 
Figure 3.3. Three-dimensional finite element model dimensions and helical anchor and loading 
notation. 
 
Modeling of piles or helical anchors under compression, uplift tension or lateral loading 
requires the model space to be sufficiently large such that boundary effects are limited. For helical 
anchors, finding a space normalizer (e.g., total length, helical plate diameter, shaft diameter) can 
be difficult, as it depends on the loading direction and relative dimensions of the shaft length and 
plate diameter. A summary of the normalized space dimensions used in the literature to model 
helical anchors or piles under compression (C), uplift tension (T), lateral (L), or inclined (I) loading 
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is presented in Figure 3.4. The summarized studies were performed using 3D finite element 
analysis, for different loading directions at different times, e.g., studies with multiple loading 
directions had not followed each other but started from initial equilibrium conditions. Normalized 
dimensions for 𝑋 are between 20 to 80𝐷, 𝑌 ranges are typically half of the 𝑋 dimension, and 𝑍 
ranges between 0.5 to 2.5 , with mean values between 1.5 to 2.0 . 
 
Figure 3.4. Normalized model dimensions used during 3D finite element modeling of helical 
anchors (HAs) or piles. 
 
3.1.3 Mesh Independence Study 
To avoid subjectivity on the determination of model dimensions, a mesh independence 
study (MIS) was performed, where the dependence between the number of elements and the 
computed response (e.g., predicted resistance) was analyzed. Two MIS were performed for models 
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with 𝑋 = 30𝐷 and 20𝐷, and 𝑍 = 2  considering the minimum dimensions on Figure 3.4. A 
comparison of the obtained maximum vertical uplift and horizontal load for these model spaces 
with the number of elements is presented in Figure 3.5. The model dimensions influence the 
computed response for a similar number of elements. In this study a model of a least 180,000 
elements, and dimensions 𝑋 = 20𝐷, 𝑌 = 10𝐷, and 𝑍 = 2  was used.  
 
Figure 3.5. Mesh independence study for different model space dimensions: a) vertical uplift, b) 
lateral loading. 
 
3.1.4 Calculation Procedure (Eulerian vs. Lagrangian Approach-Updated Mesh). 
Typical finite element analyses for onshore foundations or excavations consider small 
deformations to define failure based on serviceability limits. For this kind of behavior, small 
deformations are solved for an initial constant volume, and conventional Eulerian finite element 
formulations are justified. For other applications where large deformations are anticipated, such as 
reinforced embankments (e.g., with geosynthetics) or offshore applications, especially for failure 
conditions examined here, Lagrangian approaches are typically adopted. PLAXIS 3D 2018 defines 
three key factors included in a Lagrangian Formulation, which are: i) inclusion of additional terms 
to the structure matrix to simulate large distortions, ii) inclusion of stress changes due to finite 
rotations, thus a stress rate term that includes rotation rate relationships is included in the 
formulation, and iii) an update of the finite element mesh, so the next deformation step will be 
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performed based on the current nodes locations instead of the initial condition. 
Lagrangian approaches follow all the particles of the body in motion, from the beginning 
to the end, integrating the stiffness matrix at time 𝑡 + Δ𝑡. In this formulation, large distortions are 
included using Green-Lagrange Strains while stress rate changes are included using Second Piola-
Kirchhoff stresses. Further details of this mathematical approach are presented in Bathe (2014). 
In Plaxis 2018, the Lagrangian Formulation is available by activating the updated mesh 
option and was adopted in this study. An example of the differences between the computed results 
with and without an updated mesh are presented in Figure 3.6. Small differences are observed for 
vertical loading. For inclined and lateral loading, the results begin to diverge at larger deformations. 
Therefore, interpreted capacities from numerical simulations are dependent on the failure criteria 
adopted. As large displacements under failure conditions are expected for lateral and inclined 
loading, an updated mesh analysis was performed. A drawback of this analysis is that changes in 
pore water pressure at the stress points are not updated. 
 
Figure 3.6. Conventional (Eulerian) analysis vs. Update Mesh Analysis (Lagrangian) during: a) 
vertical uplift, b) inclined 45°, and c) lateral loading. 
 
3.1.5 Constitutive Model 
An elastic perfectly plastic constitutive soil model with Tresca yielding criteria was used 
for the numerical simulations presented in this chapter. This model was chosen due to its simplicity, 
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reduced computational expense, and ability to capture yielding around the anchor, including 
interaction between the shaft and plates. The limitation of this model is its inability to capture 
stiffness degradation associated with mobilization of shear strength. Therefore, interpreted lateral 
pullout and vertical anchor capacities, which are dependent on deformations, are partially 
dependent on the simulated elastic stiffness. A parametric study is performed in this chapter to 
evaluate the sensitivity of the associated stiffness at yielding with interpreted capacities. 
Additionally, peak strength that manifests at small deformations that may occur in sensitive clays 
are not simulated directly. Therefore, mobilized shear strength is implicitly assumed to be that 
which occurs at strain levels associated with deformation-based failure criteria of the anchor 
(discussed in the following section). Nevertheless, this constitutive model is adequate to compare 
the computed capacities during inclined loading and to achieve the objectives of these numerical 
analyses. 
 
Figure 3.7. Tresca failure criterion. 
 
3.1.6 Modeling Limitations 
For the given modeling conditions, some limitations must be acknowledged. During the 
loading process, movement of the anchor head could modify the load inclination angle, though this 
movement is assumed negligible as it is dictated largely by the water depth and line length rather 
than anchor head displacements. Direct installation effects were not considered with regards to 
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disturbance of soil that is cut by the plates and displaced by the shaft. Weech and Howie (2012) 
and Bagheri and El Naggar (2015) showed that such effects are more influential in sensitive soils, 
and that reduction of the undrained shear strength to its residual value is reasonable. Thus, if the 
analyzed undrained shear strength is assumed to be residual, installation effects will be somehow 
accounted for. Pore water dissipation after installation was not accounted which can lead to some 
underprediction of the total capacity (Weech and Howie 2012). Immediate breakaway or separation 
at the anchor-soil interface under perpendicular tension loads was simulated, although in reality 
partial suction from this cohesive material may be present during the early stages of loading. This 
partial suction may increase the total resistance at small displacement, that the soil model may 
compensate with a constant modulus. However, such effects are not computed as failure is 
anticipated at large deformations. 
3.2 Failure Definition 
Helical anchors vertical failure mechanisms presented in Chapter 2 can form shallow or 
deep, with cylindrical or individual plate bearing failures when sufficiently deep, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.8. Helical anchors failure definition under vertical loading was considered from multiple 
studies where there is a general consensus that vertical displacement of 10% of the plate diameter 
is assumed a geotechnical failure (e.g., Lutenegger 2008; Abdelghany 2008; Perko 2009; Stuedlein 
and Uzielli 2014). This definition comes from the Helical anchors “analogous” foundations (i.e., 
piles), which assumes the ultimate soil resistance at the pile tip under compression is achieved at 
this displacement level. Other methods, e.g., Hansen and Decourt’s, define vertical capacity as the 
“plunging” or yielding load from where excessive settlements proceed after a small load increment. 
These often coincide in soft clays. Perko (2009) discusses how Hansen and Decourt methods could 
predict an ultimate load that has not been reached during testing, so application of such methods 
could lead to overestimates of the actual resistance and 10% of the plate diameter is adopted in this 
study. 
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Figure 3.8. Helical anchors failure mechanism: a) shallow failure, b) deep cylindrical shear 
failure, c) deep cylindrical shear failure, d) deep individual plate bearing (from Merrifield 2011). 
 
Lateral capacity of piles is often based on a serviceability limit state approach rather than 
ultimate geotechnical or structural resistance for “long” piles. IBC (2015) defines lateral capacity 
as half of the load that displaces the pile head 25 mm. For helical piles, Al-Baqhdadi et al. (2017) 
analyzed offshore jackup structures with two serviceability approaches: i) lateral displacement of 
10% of the plate diameter or ii) 0.25 degrees rotation at the pile head, following design 
recommendation for offshore wind structures (to prevent structural failure of the shaft/pile). In 
some cases, soil failure for a pile or helical anchor under lateral loading is defined as the load where 
a constant slope is obtained in the force-displacement curve (e.g., Prasad and Narasimha Rao 1996; 
Sakr et al. 2016; Singh and Bhardwaj 2015) (Figure 3.9). However, this curve could have a positive 
slope, meaning that the system can sustain more load as there is only partial yielding of the soil. 
For individual helical anchors placed offshore for mooring purposes, movement of the anchor head 
itself is not a concern from a serviceability perspective, and structural limits are more relevant to 
define failure. Broms (1964) criterion for piles defines the failure load as that which results in 
development of a plastic hinge on the pile, meaning that the pile itself yields due to bending from 
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applied load at the anchor head. Summarized in Figure 3.9 are the failure criteria discussed. It may 
be observed that lateral capacity obtained with Broms (1964) criterion is higher than the others 
discussed because the system relies on the structural resistance of the anchor rather than yielding 
of the soil. Although soil may yield at depth along the shaft, there may be enough structural 
resistance to continue loading (Figure 3.9). Soil strength will continue to be mobilized in extension 
at depth along the shaft until the structure itself (i.e. shaft) yields and develops a plastic hinge. Post 
yielding conditions or nonlinear moment-curvature relationships are not used in this research. 
 
Figure 3.9. Lateral loading failure definition. 
 
Sakr et al. (2016) and Reape and Naughton (2018) studied inclined loading of helical 
anchors using physical and centrifuge testing in sands, respectively. Sakr et al. (2016) used the 
geotechnical failure criterion for inclined loading where there is constant slope in the load-
deformation behavior, where maximum and minimum “capacities” were obtained under vertical 
and lateral loading, respectively. Reape and Naughton (2018) used rigid shaft helical anchors 
without consideration of structural resistance and defined failure as the plunging or peak load in a 
force-displacement plot, resulting in the opposite conclusion. Figure 3.10 presents a summary of 
such results, where it can be seen how the inclined capacities are optimized using rigid helical 
anchor shafts, however, and as it is most often the case, helical anchor shafts behave as flexible or 
“long” piles. In this study a combined failure criterion was adopted, where the anchor will fail 
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either: i) structurally due to combined bending and axial loads imposed or ii) geotechnically, 
meaning that the anchor will have sufficient vertical movement (10% of the plate diameter) to 
mobilize geotechnical resistance around the plate under inclined loading (e.g., Lutenegger 2008; 
Abdelghany 2008; Perko 2009; Stuedlein and Uzielli 2014). Note that for combined loading the 
structural capacity should be determined as: 
 
𝑃𝑎
𝑃𝑛 
+
𝑀
𝑀𝑛
< 1  (3.2) 
where 𝑃𝑎 and 𝑀 represent the axial load moment in the shaft and Pn and Mn are the nominal axial 
and moment capacities. However, it is noted that the axial demand typically constitutes less than 
1% of the ultimate structural capacity under combined loading and bending largely controls. 
 
Figure 3.10. Differences of distribution of inclined loading capacities based on plunging failures 
and displacement or geotechnical constant slope limits. 
 
3.3 Simulated Loading Procedure 
With the proposed failure criteria, two loading procedures were followed: i) displacement 
control for vertical and lateral loading, and ii) force control for inclined loading to maintain a 
constant load inclination. Displacement-control is computationally more efficient for the simple 
vertical and lateral loading scenarios. For vertical loading 10% of the plate diameter was achieved. 
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For lateral loading, incremental displacements were imposed at 0.1D, 1d and 2d. If a plastic hinge 
did not develop after displacing two shaft diameters (i.e. 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑀𝑛), an extrapolation of the 
displacement required to develop a plastic hinge was made, which appears reasonable based on 
linear-load deformation response at larger deformations (e.g. Figure 3.9). The load was also 
extrapolated from the load-displacement curve at the anchor head. Because the moment distribution 
is only obtained at the end of each load increment, discrete maximum moment vs. displacement 
curves were obtained 
Force control will proceed during inclined loading to ensure that the mooring load 
inclination angle is constant, as expected for aquaculture loading scenarios. This force control was 
performed incrementally and once either the structural or geotechnical limit was reached, loading 
was discontinued. 
3.4 Parametric Study of Helical Anchors. 
The purpose of this section is to present the helical anchors analyzed to study their bearing 
capacity under inclined loading. A summary of their geometric properties, soil parameters, and 
shaft rigidity is presented in Table 3.2. Shaft rigidity depends on soil and anchor parameters and 
defines if under lateral loads the anchor is flexible and will bend or if is rigid and will rotate. HA1 
and HA7 are anchor geometries already employed by some aquaculture farmers in Maine where 
low mooring loads (less than 20 kN) are expected. Mean soil properties considered have an 
undrained shear strength of 25 kPa and an E/sᵤ = 500. After initially exploring these two anchors 
placed in the mean soil properties, variations in plate depth, soil strength and stiffness were 
performed to gain greater insight into the generalized behavior of helical anchors under inclined 
loading. 
As previously mentioned, anchors were simulated with a circular shaft, even if they were 
square, to avoid edge effects or stress concentrations at the shaft edges. A modification of the 
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bending properties was necessary to accommodate this simulation procedure. Table 3.3 presents 
the equivalent section properties of the anchors studied herein. 
Table 3.2. Geometric properties and soil parameters of helical anchors analyzed 
 
Note: L* is defined as the depth to the lower plate, when one-plate HA, L* = H. T equation 
proposed Poulos and Hull (1989) defines rigid (T>0.208) and flexible piles (T<0.0025). 
 
Table 3.3. Real square and equivalent circular properties of the helical anchor simulated. 
 
  
Anchor
ID
D (m) d (m)
S 
(m)
H 
(m)
L 
(m)
H/D 
(-)
S/D 
(-)
L
* 
(m)
sᵤ 
(kPa)
E 
(MPa)
E/sᵤ 
(-)
T=EIp/EsL
*4
Type
HA1 0.254 0.038 0 0.69 0.8 2.7 0.0 0.69 25 12.5 500 0.0124 Semi-rigid
HA2 0.254 0.038 0 1.09 1.2 4.3 0.0 1.09 25 12.5 500 0.0020 Flexible
HA3 0.254 0.038 0 1.49 1.6 5.9 0.0 1.49 25 12.5 500 0.0006 Flexible
HA4 0.254 0.038 0 2.21 2.3 8.7 0.0 2.21 25 12.5 500 0.0001 Flexible
HA5 0.254 0.038 0 2.97 3.1 11.7 0.0 2.97 25 12.5 500 0.00004 Flexible
HA6 0.254 0.038 1.1 0.44 1.6 1.7 4.2 1.49 25 12.5 500 0.0006 Flexible
HA7 0.254 0.038 0.8 0.69 1.6 2.7 3.1 1.49 25 12.5 500 0.0006 Flexible
HA8 0.254 0.038 0.4 1.07 1.6 4.2 1.6 1.49 25 12.5 500 0.0006 Flexible
HA9 0.254 0.038 0.8 0.69 1.6 2.7 3.1 1.49 25 2.5 100 0.0029 Semi-rigid
HA10 0.254 0.038 0.8 0.69 1.6 2.7 3.1 1.49 25 25 1000 0.0003 Flexible
HA11 0.254 0.038 0.8 0.69 1.6 2.7 3.1 1.49 50 25 500 0.0003 Flexible
HA12 0.254 0.038 0.8 0.69 1.6 2.7 3.1 1.49 100 50 500 0.0001 Flexible
2 Plates 
Helical 
Anchor
Anchor Definition Soil Parameters Shaft Rigidity 
1 Plate 
Helical 
Anchor
Property Symbol units Square Circular
Diameter/side d (m) 0.038 0.038
Cross sectional area a (m
2
) 0.00144 0.00113
Inertia I (m
4
) 1.76E-07 1.02E-07
Section modulus Z real (m
3
)
Section modulus after corrotion Z* (m
3
)
Yield stress F y (MPa) 385 385
Youngs modulus E (GPa) 200 343
Nominal moment M n =M y (kN m) 3.35 3.35
Bending stiffness EI (kN m
2
) 35.1 35.1
Property units Value
Helical Plate thickness t (m) 0.01
Helical Plate diameter D (m) 0.0254
9.242E-06
8.700E-06
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3.5 Vertical Uplift Loading Results 
The objectives of this section are to validate the accuracy of the finite element model 
predicting capacities of helical anchors subject to vertical uplift loading, and to introduce the 
differences in capacities predicted when soil and anchor properties are modified. This latter result 
will be helpful in the following sections when results of vertical and lateral loading are integrated 
together predicting inclined loading capacities. Table 3.4 summarizes the vertical uplift capacities 
whose load-displacement plots are presented in Figure 3.11. In summary, the uplift capacity 
increases: i) as the plate depth increases (e.g., HA1 to HA5), ii) as the undrained shear strength 
increases (e.g., HA7, HA11 and HA12), iii) as the soil stiffness increases (e.g., HA9, HA7, HA10), 
and iv) as the plate spacing S/D approaches the optimum value of three recommended by Merifield 
(2011) (e.g., HA6, HA7, and HA12). Note in this last conclusion that HA6 and HA7 have different 
resistances because the anchor HA6 presents a shallow failure. 
Table 3.4. Summary of computed helical anchors capacities during vertical uplift loading. 
 
 
Uplift capacities obtained during previous analyses were validated by comparing the 
computed bearing capacity factor Nc with the correlations already available in the literature (e.g., 
Merifield et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2010; Young 2012). This factor is computed as:  
Anchor
ID
R90 
(kN)
uz 
(m)
HA1 15.5 0.025
HA2 18.2 0.025
HA3 21.6 0.025
HA4 23.9 0.025
HA5 27.0 0.025
HA6 32.9 0.025
HA7 35.6 0.025
HA8 30.1 0.025
HA9 27.6 0.025
HA10 37.5 0.025
HA11 68.2 0.025
HA12 130.9 0.025
One-
Plate 
Helical 
Anchor
Two-
Plates 
Helical 
Anchor
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 𝑁𝑐 =
𝑃𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝐴𝑝𝑠𝑢
+
𝛾′ 
𝑠𝑢
  (3.3) 
where 𝑃𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 is the effective load carried by the plate after subtracting the anchor weight, 𝐴𝑝 is the 
effective plate area without consideration of the shaft (also assumed by others), and all other terms 
as previously defined. The load at the plates was obtained from the Axial Load Transfer (ALT) at 
the depth of the plate. Figure 3.12 illustrates the computed ALT for anchors HA3, HA6, HA7, and 
HA8. This illustrates the importance of: a) the effect of a deep plate anchor, b) how inclusion of an 
upper plate with a S/D ratio greater than 3 does not reduce the available resistance of each plate but 
reduces total resistance because a cylindrical shear failure develops for the upper plate, c) how an 
optimum S/D where plates are sufficiently deep to generate a general bearing failure produces the 
greatest resistance, and d) shows the reduction in resistance from interaction of two plates spaced 
closely together at depth. 
Bearing capacity factors are presented in Figure 3.13. Computed values for two-plates 
anchors are observed to be within the range of the ones back-calculated by Young in different soil 
conditions and anchor geometries. one-plate anchors values are similar to the ones computed by 
Wang et al. (2012) using numerical simulations for “rough” plates, here considered with an 
interface with R = 1.0, but with a trend that aligns better with Merifield et al. (2003) equation. 
Though computed capacities are in the upper part of the real computed values, the numerical 
approach presented here still is useful to study the helical anchors inclined capacity and interaction 
between vertical and horizontal loading demand. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
 
Figure 3.11. Vertical uplift load vs. normalized vertical displacement for: a) one-plate helical 
anchors at different depths (HA1 to HA5), b) two-plates helical anchors changing E/su for 
sᵤ = 25kPa, c) changing sᵤ for E/sᵤ = 500 constant (HA7, HA11, HA12), and d) changing second 
upper plate location (HA6, HA7, HA8).Note: H/D = 1.7 has a combined depth and spacing effect.  
 
 
Figure 3.12. Axial Load Transfer of anchors: a) HA3, b) HA6, c) HA7, d) HA8. 
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Figure 3.13. Comparison of the obtained Nc factors with the reported in literature 
 
3.6 Lateral Loading 
This section addresses the second and third objectives of this chapter that are: i) to 
investigate the pure horizontal capacity of helical anchors, with specific attention given to the 
influence of shaft rigidity, soil strength, soil stiffness, and depth of the upper helical plate, and ii) 
to understand the effect of the helical plate for lateral loading conditions. The knowledge gained in 
this section, articulated with the previous one, will help to understand and reconcile the anchors 
capacities in the inclined direction. Load- and maximum moment- displacement curves of each 
anchor are presented in Figure 3.14 and summarized in Table 3.5 at failure conditions. A sample 
of the deformed shape and moment diagrams is also presented in Figure 3.15. In summary it is 
observed that: i) HA1 and HA2 behave as “rigid” anchors (i.e. where nominal bending capacities 
are never reached), ii) capacity does not change once the anchor is considered long or flexible (e.g., 
HA3 to HA5), iii) increase in soil stiffness does not result in a significant increase in lateral 
capacity, but a lower displacement is needed to reach failure, and iv) increase on the undrained 
shear strength increases the lateral capacity and reduces the amount of movement to obtain failure 
(for the same stiffness). Details of these observations are given in the following paragraphs. 
Results for one-plate helical anchors are presented in Figure 3.14a and b and Figure 3.15a. 
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Short helical anchors ( /𝐷 <= 4.3) behave as rigid elements, never reaching a moment failure and 
rotating instead of bending. Though recalling Table 3.2 these anchors were classified as semi-rigid 
and flexible, the flexible one is close to the upper bound limit, meaning that the observed result is 
reasonable. Note also that HA1 hardens at a displacement of 0.8d. Such hardening is explained by 
the contribution of the plate that once there is enough rotation, it starts to mobilize uplift resistance 
lowering the moment distribution with an axial behavior. Although the last three anchors have the 
same force-displacement behavior, maximum moments are different, with a less “steep” curve for 
H/D = 5.7 that allows it to develop more displacement before failing structurally. This means that 
increasing the depth of the anchor does not necessarily increases its capacity. At the plate locations, 
a reduction of the moment is presented due to the pair developed by these, even when this one is at 
a depth H/D = 8.7. 
Table 3.5. Summary of computed capacities during lateral loading. 
 
Note: Mmax is the maximum value on the moment distribution along the helical anchor shaft and 
Mn is the nominal or yield moment of the section equal to 3.35 kN m. 
 
Results for different soil stiffnesses, E/sᵤ ratios and constant sᵤ = 25 kPa, are presented in 
Figure 3.14c and d and Figure 3.15b. In a displacement limit criterion, the helical anchor HA9 
(E/sᵤ = 100) has a lower capacity when compared with the other 2 anchors, and as the soil ratio 
Anchor
ID
R0 
(kN)
ux 
(m)
Mmax
(kN m)
HA1 3.9 0.078 0.63
HA2 7.8 0.078 1.82
HA3 14.9 0.126 3.35
HA4 11.1 0.077 3.35
HA5 11.5 0.080 3.35
HA6 12.9 0.077 3.35
HA7 10.9 0.065 3.35
HA8 11.3 0.078 3.35
HA9 11.4 0.134 3.23
HA10 10.8 0.057 3.35
HA11 12.5 0.032 3.35
HA12 16.5 0.024 3.49
2 Plates 
Helical 
Anchor
1 Plate 
Helical 
Anchor
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improves, the capacity improves. However, in the yielding control criteria, HA9 being more rigid 
can sustain more capacity than the other 2 anchors before breaking apart (if it does, at all). As 
presented in the previous paragraph, the rigidity of the anchor allows it to develop more 
displacement before reaching the yielding moment, thus allows it to mobilize more resistance. 
Undrained shear strength effects were analyzed in two different ways, leaving E/sᵤ = 500 
constant or leaving E = 25MPa constant. For the first case, results are drawn in Figure 3.14e and f 
and Figure 3.15c. Here a higher undrained shear strength will also imply a higher soil stiffness. The 
stiffer and stronger the soil, the higher the capacity, and the more flexible is the pile behavior 
predicting higher moments close to the surface. For the second case, anchors HA10 (sᵤ = 25 kPa) 
and HA11 (sᵤ = 50 kPa) are compared (see Table 3.5), finding that doubling the undrained shear 
strength increases the lateral capacity 1.16 times. If failure was considered as a displacement limit, 
such change could be 1.6. 
Results for different plate locations and constant soil parameters are presented in Figure 
3.14g and h and Figure 3.15d.  From the results is observed that: i) the higher the upper plate, the 
higher the load obtained at a displacement control, as the contribution to the reduction in curvature 
is observed in the early stage of loading when this plate gets involved, ii) as the loading process 
continues, the location of the upper plate near the maximum moment (i.e. HA7 with H/D 2.7) the 
maximum moments are increased because the plate introduces partial fixity at this location, and iii) 
the lower the second plate, the lower the contribution as the plate does not get very involved in 
developing partial fixity at shallower depth, yet the same displacement is imposed at the anchor 
head. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
 
e) 
 
f) 
 
g) 
 
h) 
 
Figure 3.14. Computed force and normalized maximum moment vs. normalized displacement for: 
a) - b) one-plate helical anchors [HA1 to HA5], c) - d) two-plates helical anchors for different 
E/sᵤ ratios and sᵤ = 25 kPa [HA7, HA9, HA10], e) and f) different undrained shear strength and 
E/sᵤ=500 [HA7, HA11, HA12], and g) - h) different upper plate locations [HA6, HA7, HA8].  
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a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
 
Figure 3.15. Normalized deflection and moment distribution with depth for: a) one-plate helical 
anchors [HA1 to HA5], b) two-plates helical anchors for different E/sᵤ ratios and sᵤ = 25 kPa 
[HA7, HA9, HA10], c) different undrained shear strength and E/sᵤ=500 [HA7, HA11, HA12], 
and d) different upper plate locations [HA6, HA7, HA8].. 
 
3.7 Helical Plate Effect on Lateral Loading 
To reconcile the effect of a helical plate under lateral loading, piles with the same properties 
than the helical anchor’s shafts were analyzed. Load- and maximum moment- displacement results 
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for the helical anchor HA3 are presented in Figure 3.16. At this depth both helical anchor and pile 
have similar horizontal capacities for the same displacement, however, the presence of the helical 
plate increases the moment distribution. Such increase is discerned in Figure 3.17a where it is 
observed that the plate creates fixity at the bottom, reducing rotation, and increasing curvature, thus 
increasing the moment along the section. Figure 3.17b shows that when the plate is located deeper, 
the plate effect vanishes. A similar recommendation in this aspect was presented by Puri et al. 
(1984) where it was said that helical anchors with deep plates locations can be analyzed as piles. 
Further analysis for the rest of the helical anchors are presented in Figure 3.18. If fixity is 
reconciled as the dept that a pile needs to have to behave as flexible (i.e. structurally fails during 
bending-Mmax = Mn), it can be concluded that when helical anchors are used, the lower plate helps 
the anchor to develop fixity, by reducing the required pile length. From the results, the depth 
required to develop fixity, is between 5.5 H/D and 6 H/D. Note that the anchor HA3 ( /𝐷 = 5.7), 
reached failure. However, large displacements were required to develop the plastic hinge compared 
to those of HA4 and HA5 
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 3.16. Computed lateral loading capacities for one-plate helical anchor and a pile of equal 
length: a) force- normalized lateral head displacement curve, and b) normalized maximum 
moment-normalized lateral head displacement. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 3.17. Normalized deflection and moment distribution with depth for a one-plate helical 
anchor and pile of equivalent shaft properties for anchors: a) HA3, L = 1.6 m, and b) HA4-
L = 2.3 m. 
 
 
Figure 3.18. Variation of fixity with depth for HA1 to HA5 in the same soil type. 
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how to predict inclined capacities, and iv) study the optimum inclination angle that combines both 
structural and geotechnical failure criteria and study how this change with soil properties and 
anchor geometry. 
3.8.1 Inclined Loading Resistances 
A summary of the computed inclined loading resistances and failure mode (geotechnical 
[G] or structural [S]) for the studied anchors is presented in Figure 3.19. Complete details of the 
load-displacement curves and maximum moment at each load inclination angle are presented in 
Appendix B. From results, it is observed that: i) Helical anchors have higher capacities at steeper 
angles than at lower angles as the anchor develops more geotechnical resistance from the plate, ii) 
long one-plate helical anchors (HA4 and HA5) have higher inclined capacity than short helical 
anchors (HA1and HA3) at angles close to vertical uplift (𝛽 ≥ 75 ), but similar capacities at angles 
lower than this, such behavior is explained with the gain in capacity with a deeper plate, but at the 
same time the gain in slenderness of the shaft and thus a reduction of structural capacity; iii) two-
plates helical anchors present similar inclined capacities when a structural failure mode dominates 
but different when the geotechnical failure mode does, being higher at higher stiffness, undrained 
shear strength, and optimum plates spacing as explained in the previous section for vertical loading. 
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Figure 3.19. Failure modes for inclined behavior. Note G: Geotechnical, S: Structural, failure 
modes.  
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lateral loading. With the interaction of such zones, it may be reasonable to consider an influence of 
one on the other during inclined loading. Two ways will be used to analyze this are: i) looking at 
the load displacement curves for different plate locations and shaft stiffness, and ii) analyzing the 
capacities for the failure criterion used in this research. 
 
Figure 3.20. Mobilized undrained shear strength during inclined loading 
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the mechanism is dependent not in the depth of the plate but on the anchor shaft stiffness. Similar 
results were reported by Achmus et al. (2009) for a 2-meter diameter, 10 and 30 meters long 
concrete piles on sands, were horizontal and vertical loading interaction was more critical for short 
rigid piles than for long flexible piles. 
 
Figure 3.21. Interaction between vertical and lateral components of loading  
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Figure 3.22. Inclined influence on the most rigid (HA9) and the most flexible (HA12) helical 
anchors. 
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HA7, HA8 and HA11 presented in Appendix B. Lateral load-displacement curves at all angles is 
almost the same for all these anchors, however, moment-displacement curves are less steep at larger 
angles, allowing more displacement before approaching the yielding moment. The reduction of the 
moment happens because as the plate fails the soil above and next to the shaft, the shaft is less 
restricted and can rotate and displace instead of bend, reducing the curvature and moment along 
the section. 
 
Figure 3.23. Normalized failure envelope for all the studied anchors. 
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 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑟 =
𝑅0
cos (𝛽)
 (3.4) 
Geotechnical failure line: 
 𝑅𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑡 =
𝑅90
sin(𝛽)
 (3.5) 
and the resistance at any 𝛽 inclination angle will be: 
 𝑅 = min(
𝑅0
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽)
,
𝑅90
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽)
) (3.6) 
 
The previous equations are presented in Figure 3.24, where the failure envelope is the 
minimum value of both criteria at each angle. A comparison between the predicted capacities and 
the ones computed before is presented in Figure 3.25. A good agreement is observed among the 
data with some exceptions nearby the optimum inclination angles where both geotechnical and 
structural capacity are equal. Note that although the proposed equation is an approximation, it 
represents a powerful tool to understand the reliability of the entire system being able to predict the 
capacity at any inclined angle just using the vertical and lateral resistances. 
 
Figure 3.24. Proposed failure envelope equations. 
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A summary of the changes of the optimum inclination angle for each helical anchor studied 
is presented in Figure 3.26. From results it is noted that: i) optimum inclination angles are between 
60 and 90 degrees, ii) the deeper the one-plate helical anchor, the higher the optimum inclination 
angle, iii) the more resistant or stiff the soil, the closer to vertical the optimum inclination angle is, 
iv) the stiffer the helical anchor shaft (higher T), the closer to horizontal the inclination angle is, or 
the more flexible the shaft, the higher the angle. To summarize, long flexible anchors (or “weak” 
anchors on stronger soils) have optimum angles near the vertical direction while rigid shafts helical 
anchors (“strong” anchor in weak soil) have optimum angles near the horizontal direction. 
 
Figure 3.25. Comparison between predicted and computed inclined capacities 
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Figure 3.26. Changes of the optimum inclined load angle with geometry and material properties. 
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• Based on the assumed failure criteria for pure vertical loading, the pullout capacity increases 
with depth of the upper plate, soil stiffness, undrained shear strength, and increased plate 
spacing (up to 𝑆/𝐷 = 3) for multi-plate anchors. 
• For lateral loading of helical anchors simulated in this study with H/D < 5.7, a plastic hinge 
does not develop at any deformation. For the anchors simulated in this study with H/D ≥  5.7, 
helical anchors transition from rigid to flexible elements such that a plastic hinge develops and 
structural capacity of the anchor controls.  
• The presence of a plate creates greater fixity and increases the curvature and moment. With 
such increase in moment, the plate reduces the required depth to achieve fixity compared with 
a “pile” having equivalent shaft dimensions. When the plate is located deep enough to achieve 
fixity and the anchor is considered flexible, the lateral capacity of the helical anchor remains 
unchanged regardless of the plate depth. 
• Mobilized lateral resistance increases at the same deformation when a helical anchor is 
embedded in soil with lower ratios of E/sᵤ for the same undrained shear strength. 
• For inclined loading the mobilized resistance increases with increasing load inclination as there 
is greater mobilization of soil shear strength around the plates (i.e. approaches maximum 
geotechnical capacity). 
• An optimum inclination angle, which describes the load inclination where the greatest 
resistance is achieved based on the combined failure criterion, is achieved at angles between 
60 and 90 degrees for helical anchors simulated in the numerical analyses. Shafts with greater 
rigidity (i.e. bending stiffness, EI) have a lower optimum angle while anchors with a more 
flexible shaft have a higher optimum angle. Note that this does not imply this is the optimized 
(i.e. best) line load inclination for an aquaculture system (discussed in the following chapter), 
but the optimal angle to simultaneously mobilize both the geotechnical and structural capacity. 
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• For inclined loading there is the potential for interaction of mobilized zones near the plate and 
along the shaft due to vertical uplift and lateral loading, respectively. An initial concern was 
that interaction of these zones may reduce the total available capacity. However, interaction 
between vertical and horizontal loading was found to be present for the short ( /𝐷 < 2.7) one-
plate helical anchors where the plate influences the horizontal resistance as it mobilizes soil 
resistance adjacent to the shaft during lateral loading and rotation, causing these mobilized 
zones to overlap. However, the influence of this interaction decreased significantly for deeper 
plates with H/D > 5.7. 
• When the most rigid and most flexible two-plates helical anchors were compared, it was found 
that the interaction of the inclined loading was more important for the rigid anchor than for the 
flexible. This result is similar to the results presented by Achmus et al. (2009) for concrete 
piles. 
• When the interaction was analyzed at ultimate levels, it was found that at angles closer to 
optimum, the overlap of the soil yielding above the plate and the one mobilized by the shaft 
increased the total capacity. This positive impact because the soil loose reaction against the 
anchor allowing it to reduce its curvature and moment, making it yield at higher displacements 
that allows more shear strength mobilization. 
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4 PREDICTING THE FAILURE ENVELOPE AND RELIABILITY OF HELICAL 
ANCHORS SUBJECT TO INCLINED LOADING 
In the previous chapter the relationship between the lateral and vertical capacity of helical 
anchors to the failure envelope under inclined loading was demonstrated with 3D finite element 
analyses. Based on these findings it is possible to construct a failure envelope for inclined loading 
computing pure vertical and lateral resistances. Studies of helical anchors vertical pullout have 
shown that the individual plate bearing or cylindrical shear theories predict reasonable pullout 
capacities. However, predicting lateral capacity is more complex. Lateral load-deflection (p-y) 
analyses are an alternative approach to fully 3D finite element analyses to predict lateral capacity 
and are computationally less expensive than more advanced numerical techniques. Although the 
helical plate is not explicitly considered with such analyses, the computed results from finite 
element analyses indicate that helical anchors behave similar to piles when the plate is substantially 
deep to develop fixity at or above the plate location (see section 3.7). The objectives of this chapter 
are to: 
• Present a methodology to predict the combined failure envelope that considers both 
structural and geotechnical resistance of an anchor using the well-established p-y 
method for estimation of lateral capacities and analytical methods for estimation of 
vertical pullout capacity. The goal is to create an easily transferrable approach with 
methodologies familiar to geotechnical engineers that may be applied to design of 
helical anchors. 
• Introduce a framework to evaluate the reliability of helical anchors under inclined 
loading by means of an optimization technique with the Hasofer-Lind method 
(Ditlevsen 1981, Madsen et al. 1986). 
• Demonstrate the methodology to assess reliability of a helical anchor for an oyster 
aquaculture farm in the Damariscotta River, Maine, where mooring loads and their 
inclination angles were documented as part of the SEANET project at University of 
Maine. 
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This chapter is subdivided into six subsections, starting with a comparison between the 
finite element simulations and the p-y analysis, followed by presentation of a simplified 
methodology to construct the failure envelope via p-y analyses and analytical estimation of the 
vertical pullout resistance. Reliability concepts are then introduced and a framework to evaluate 
reliability of helical anchors subject to inclined loading is presented. Finally, a reliability 
assessment for a real oyster aquaculture farm is performed followed by a summary and conclusions 
from findings reported in this chapter. 
4.1 Finite Element Simulation vs. p-y Analysis to Predict Lateral Capacity 
The main purpose of this section is to compare resistance computed from finite element 
calculations with p-y analyses to justify a simplified approach to predict lateral capacity (i.e. 
yielding of the anchor) that can be conveniently embedded within a reliability framework presented 
in the following sections of this chapter. The p-y method is used for the analysis of buried piles that 
experience lateral loads or moments by using a 2D finite difference analysis. Such analysis 
discretizes the pile into a series of segments joined by nodes, where the soil reaction is simulated 
by series of nonlinear springs. The structure is defined with its flexural stiffness while the soil 
reaction is simulated with linear, bilinear, or nonlinear p-y (e.g., load-deflection) curves at each 
depth. A graphical representation of this analytical method is presented in Figure 4.1. Different p-
y curves are assigned to different nodes to better predict the increase in soil resistance and stiffness 
with depth. Ultimate reaction forces (𝑝𝑢) are usually related to the soil resistance (i.e. 𝑠𝑢), while 
the stiffness, 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑐, is a linear or nonlinear spring constant, usually related to the soil modulus  . 
The finite difference method solves the 4th order differential Equation (4.1) as a function of the 
displacement 𝑦𝑖 of each node at each depth. 
  𝑝𝐼𝑝
𝑑4𝑦
𝑑𝑦4
+ 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑦 = 0 (4.1) 
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Figure 4.1. Analytical model for p-y analysis. 
 
A comparison between the force-displacement curves, deflected shape, and bending 
moment diagrams computed with the 3D Finite Element (FE) model and the p-y method using 
RSPile (Rocscience 2018) for the helical anchor with a 3.1 m length are presented in Figure 4.2 
and Figure 4.3, respectively. Note that "𝑦" from p-y analysis is equivalent to the lateral 
displacement 𝑢𝑥 analyzed during FE simulations. A bilinear p-y curve (Figure 4.1) with an ultimate 
resistance, 𝑝𝑢 = 10𝑠𝑢(𝑑), at a yield displacement, 𝑦𝑐 = 0.02(𝑑), was used for this comparison. 
The ultimate resistance of clay soils is typically (8 to 12)𝑠𝑢(𝑑) and 10 was selected as the average 
value. The value of 𝑦𝑐 is the deflection at which the soil yields, chosen to generate an equivalent 
modulus of subgrade reaction for soil with   =  12,500 𝑘𝑃𝑎 in the finite element analyses. The p-
y prediction of mobilized resistance (Figure 4.2) shows good agreement with computed results from 
3D finite element analyses when a non-updated mesh (NUM) analysis is applied. There is still good 
agreement during the initial stages of loading (smaller displacements) when an updated mesh (UM) 
analysis is used for “large” displacements, though higher capacities are predicted with computed 
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results from the FE analysis at larger displacements. Regardless, the deflected shape and the 
moment distribution when the helical shaft yields show relatively good agreement, though p-y 
analyses tend to predict larger displacements for the same depth above the fixity point (Figure 4.3).  
The greatest difference in the computed responses are between the FE analyses using a 
non-updated mesh (Eulerian) and the updated mesh (Lagrangian) technique to resolve 
displacements and stresses in both the soil and structural elements at large displacements. However, 
as previously mentioned, yielding of the shaft (of concern here) is predicted at similar loads for the 
Eulerian technique and the p-y method. While the Lagrangian approach has been applied by several 
researchers (e.g., Wang et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2006) to simulate vertical pullout 
with the finite element method, which requires relatively large displacements, structural resistance 
is more relevant here. Structural resistance associated with lateral loading occurs at relatively small 
displacements compared with a geotechnical bearing failure. Therefore, it may be concluded that 
p-y methods are a reasonable approach to estimate the lateral capacity of helical anchors, which is 
needed to develop the combined structural and geotechnical failure envelope.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. Force-displacement comparison between linear finite element and linear p-y analysis. 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison between displacements and moments distributions between FEM and p-y 
linear analyses for laterally loaded helical anchors. 
 
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the failure envelope may also be constructed from p-y 
analyses in combination with the analytical techniques to estimate the vertical capacity as shown 
in Figure 4.4. Horizontal capacities can be estimated with the p-y method bearing in mind the 
accuracy of this for long elements. Vertical capacities can be predicted using previously reported 
bearing capacity factors for helical plates considering the embedment depth. 
 
Figure 4.4. Failure envelope determined from horizontal capacity from (p-y analysis) and vertical 
capacity from analytical methods. 
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Several reaction-displacement p-y curves have been developed for different soils based on 
full-scale instrumented pile load tests (e.g., Matlock 1970; Reese et al., 1975; Welch and Reese, 
1972). The nonlinear soil response and for some cases, deflection-dependent strength degradation 
is incorporated. Use of p-y curves is the industry standard for analysis of laterally loaded deep 
foundations, which are akin to laterally loaded helical anchors, although helical anchors shaft 
diameters are typically smaller than most piles. A typical normalized curve used for soft clay is 
presented in Figure 4.5. Soil resistance is normalized with respect to an ultimate resistance, 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑡, 
which changes with depth. Soil stiffness is accounted for in the determination of a critical 
deflection, e.g., 𝑦50, represented in terms of an equivalent strain parameter, 𝜖, or percentage of the 
shaft diameter. The secant modulus or modulus of subgrade reaction is not constant and degrades 
as displacements increase. Therefore, it may be observed that computed resistance with the 
nonlinear p-y curve generates lower resistances when compared with 3D FE simulations that 
incorporated a linear elastic perfectly-plastic constitutive model; i.e. the p-y curve can result in 
lower resistances at a given displacement than 3D FE simulations because the equivalent soil 
modulus degrades more during loading. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6, where it is noted that: i) 
the FE model with the same undrained shear strength but different stiffness gives a lower resistance 
for lower values of Young’s modulus, and ii) the lower the elastic modulus, the closer the solution 
is to the nonlinear p-y curve for soft clays, implying the equivalent secant modulus of subgrade 
reaction at 𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑡 for the p-y curve is similar to lower values of Young’s modulus used in 3D FE 
analyses. As soil yields along the length of the shaft, smaller displacements are required to mobilize 
the same resistance in stiffer material. Once the size of a wedge of yielding soil along the shaft is 
similar (e.g. near depth of fixity), growth of the load-displacement curves become similar at larger 
displacements because rigidity of the shaft itself largely controls deflections once the soil has 
yielded. 
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Figure 4.5. p-y curve for soft clay (Matlock, 1970). 
 
 
Figure 4.6. Nonlinear p-y analysis vs. linear FE simulations of helical anchors with same 
undrained shear strength. 
 
FE simulations using a linear elastic constitutive model were necessary to reconcile how the 
interaction of mobilized resistance around the plate affects resistance mobilized along the shaft, as 
well as how the plate contributes to “fixity” of the anchor at depth when subjected to inclined or 
lateral loads. Such FE simulations also provided unique insight into construction of a failure 
envelope defined by the limiting structural or geotechnical resistance and load inclination angle. 
However, these 3D analyses were limited by the use of a linear elastic perfectly-plastic constitutive 
soil model. While this model does capture yielding of the soil, it does not simulate the non-linear 
response of the material at smaller deformations, which is more important for more realistic 
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determination of deflections and mobilized structural resistance. Non-linear p-y curves provide a 
more realistic constitutive soil response when evaluating lateral capacity. If more advanced non-
linear constitutive models were adopted for 3D FE analyses, which would be computationally 
expensive, greater similarity in the simulated load-deformation response might be found when 
compared to p-y analyses incorporating non-linear soil springs. Recall that when a p-y analysis was 
performed using a linear elastic perfectly-plastic soil spring (i.e. bilinear spring), there was good 
agreement with the FE model. This is important to bear in mind when considering the adequacy of 
p-y analyses to predict lateral capacity, which is largely dependent on the simulated response of the 
soil. Non-linear response of the soil is expected under lateral and inclined loads, and use of non-
linear soil springs developed for the appropriate soil type (e.g. soft clay model by Matlock 1970) 
is justified for prediction of the lateral capacity used to generate the failure envelope that 
incorporates both structural and geotechnical resistance of the anchor (Equation (3.6) presented in 
Chapter 3). 
4.2 Alternative Methodology to Estimate Lateral Loading Capacity with p-y Analysis. 
As explained before, p-y analysis is a conventional methodology to predict lateral capacity 
of “deep” piles. The methodology has been implemented in multiple commercial finite element and 
finite difference codes, which typically use published p-y curves that capture the constitutive 
response of soil in different materials. These programs are generally accessible and regularly used 
by geotechnical engineers for lateral analysis of deep foundation systems. However, one objective 
of this research is to use the simplified methodology presented here to predict capacity of the anchor 
in a reliability framework. Therefore, it was more convenient to conduct p-y analyses outside 
commercially available software packages. Low et al. (2001) introduced a methodology to evaluate 
lateral loading using a spreadsheet solver that iterates the bottom nodes lateral displacements until 
moment and shear forces equilibrium are reached (Figure 4.7). The Low et al. (2001) methodology 
was originally implemented in Microsoft Excel, but herein it was implemented in Matlab (The 
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MathWorks 2018) for convenience in this study. The problem optimization routine for structural 
failure condition is presented in Table 4.1 using the equations (4.2) to (4.7). The computed response 
with the Low et al. (2001) methodology is compared with results from commercial software 
(Rocscience 2018) in Figure 4.8 to validate and to demonstrate adequacy of the approach. There is 
negligible difference in the simulated load deformation response from the method implemented in 
Matlab when compared with computed results from commercially available code. Details regarding 
the Matlab code are presented in Appendix C. 
 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖+1 + (
Δ𝑍𝑖+1
Δ𝑍𝑖+2
)
2
(𝑦𝑖+2 − 𝑦𝑖+1) − Δ𝑍𝑖+1 (1 +
Δ𝑍𝑖+1
Δ𝑍𝑖+2
) 𝑦𝑖+1
′  (4.2) 
 
 𝑝𝑖 = −𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑐  𝑦𝑖𝑑 (4.3) 
 
 𝑄𝑖 = 𝑄𝑖+1 − 0.5(𝑝𝑖+1 + 𝑝𝑖)(𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖) (4.4) 
 
 𝑀𝑖 = 𝑀𝑖+1 −𝑄𝑖+1(𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖) + 1 6⁄ (𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖)
2(2𝑝𝑖+1 + 𝑝𝑖) (4.5) 
 
 𝑦𝑛+1
′ = (𝑦𝑛+1 − 𝑦𝑛 ) (⁄ 𝑧𝑛+1 − 𝑧𝑛) (4.6) 
 
 𝑦𝑖
′ = 𝑦𝑖+1
′ − 0.5(
𝑀𝑖+1
 𝑝𝐼𝑝 
+
𝑀𝑖
 𝑝𝐼𝑝
) (𝑧𝑖+1 − 𝑧𝑖) (4.7) 
 
Figure 4.7. Low et al. (2001) formulation to compute displacements, soil reaction, pile rotations, 
bending moments and shear forces along the pile length.  
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Table 4.1. Framework in Matlab using the Low et al. (2001) methodology for p-y analysis of 
laterally loaded piles and helical anchors at the limiting bending condition. 
Optimization task: 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒[𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑦0)] 
where capacity is the objective function given by: 
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = √(𝑚𝑎𝑥(?⃗⃗? ) − 𝑀𝑦)
2
 
subject to: 
?⃗⃗? 1 = 0 
where 𝑀𝑦 is the shaft yield moment, ?⃗⃗?  the moment distribution with depth, and 𝑀1 is the moment at the 
anchor head (= 0 for free head with no eccentricity above seabed). This optimization will be satisfied 
when 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 equals zero by changing the displacement 𝑦0 at the bottom (tip) two nodes of the pile. 
The moment vector in the shaft is computed via the following steps: 
𝑦0 = [𝑦𝑛, 𝑦𝑛+1] Step 1: Define initial values for the bottom two 
iteration nodes where 𝑛 is the number of segments 
in the 𝑧 vector. 
𝑝(𝑛,𝑛+1) from Equation (4.3)  Step 2: Compute soil reaction force normal to pile 
on the initial values using a p-y curve. 
𝑄𝑛+1 = 0 (enforced boundary condition) 
𝑄𝑛 from Equation (4.4)  
Step 3: Compute shear forces at the bottom two 
nodes at the capacity condition, and with an 
assumed trapezoidal distribution integrate the soil 
reaction. 
𝑀𝑛+1 = 0 (enforced boundary condition) 
𝑀𝑛 from Equation (4.5)  
Step 4: Compute bending moments at the node 
above the bottom at the capacity condition to find 
the reaction force distribution. 
𝑦𝑛+1
′  from Equation (4.6)  
𝑦𝑛
′  from Equation (4.7) 
Step 5: Compute the rotation at the bottom nodes 
from applying direct slope between the last two 
nodes and first moment area theorem to relate 
moments and rotation.  𝑝𝐼𝑝 is the pile bending 
stiffness, which can also be variable if non-linear 
moment-curvature relationships are used. 
𝑦𝑖 
𝑝𝑖 
𝑄𝑖 
𝑀𝑖 
𝑦𝑖
′ 
Step 6: Perform a For loop from 𝑖 = 𝑛 − 1 to 𝑖 =
1 (i.e. moving up the shaft), repeating steps 2 
through 5 after computing the new lateral 
displacement with a quadratic curve fitting. 
𝑑𝑒𝑙 convergence tolerance (e.g., 0.0001) 
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 max number of iterations (e.g., 100) 
While 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟<𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 and 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓>𝑑𝑒𝑙 
If 𝑖 = 1, 𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 0.0001 
else, 𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 𝑦𝑖  
Run  𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑢𝑚 to find 𝑦𝑖  
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (|𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣  – 𝑦𝑖|) 
End while 
Step 7: Run the 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 routine by iterating 
displacements of the bottom nodes (n, n+1) and 
verify that the computed deflections converge by 
comparing the max difference in deflections until 
a threshold tolerance is achieved.  
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Figure 4.8. p-y analysis results from a commercial software (RSPile) and the one computed in 
Matlab using Low et al. (2001) methodology. 
 
4.3 Reliability Analysis 
Reliability analysis in civil engineering applications is an important tool that allows 
designers to evaluate how reliable the design condition will be, and to evaluate the sensitivity of 
designs to inherent uncertainties (e.g. soil and/or structural strength and stiffness, loading, etc.) 
associated with deterministic approaches to design (e.g., factors of safety). Additionally, it can be 
used to identify parameters and assumptions that are more influential on the performance of a 
system. The reliability index (𝛽𝑅) is most often used to define the number of standard deviations, 
𝜎𝑔, a performance function (e.g. 𝑔= Capacity – Demand) is from the mean value, 𝜇𝑔, to failure 
(Figure 4.9). Note that the subscript 𝑅 on 𝛽 is to differentiate the reliability index from the inclined 
loading angle. The probability of failure is computed using the reliability index as shown in 
Equation (4.8). 
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 𝑃𝑓 = 1 −Φ(𝛽𝑅) (4.8) 
 
 
Figure 4.9. Representation of reliability Index with probability density function. 
 
Multiple methods exist to evaluate 𝛽𝑅, Phoon and Ching (2015) presented some of them 
as Monte Carlos simulations, Taylor Series approximations, the Point-Estimate Method (PEM), 
and the Hasofer-Lind method. Each method has advantages and disadvantages, such as more 
rigorous and tedious calculations, or precision of the results. The use of the Taylor series is 
convenient with closed form solutions and the variance of the performance function can be easily 
evaluated using a series expansion. However, closed form solutions are not always available, thus 
the use of the other methods are preferred. The Hasofer-Lind method (Ditlevsen 1981, Madsen et 
al. 1986) computes the reliability index as: 
 𝛽𝑅 = min
𝑥∈F
√(𝑥 −𝑚)𝑇𝐶−1(𝑥 − 𝑚) (4.9) 
or 
 𝛽𝑅 = min
𝑥∈F
√(
𝑥 −𝑚
𝜎
 )
𝑇
𝑹−1 (
𝑥 −𝑚
𝜎
) (4.10) 
where 𝑥 is a vector containing random variables, 𝑚 is a vector of the mean values, 𝐶 represents the 
covariance matrix, 𝐹 represents the failure region, 𝜎 is the vector of standard deviations, and 𝑹 is 
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the correlation matrix. The reliability index is interpreted as the shortest distance fro an origin of 
normalized (or transformed) variables to the failure region. Low and Tang (1997) assessed 
Equation (4.9) in the original coordinate space of random variables, interpreting the reliability index 
from an ellipsoid that effectively represents contours of a probability density function. When 
random variables are correlated, the ellipsoid is rotated. If a positive or negative correlation, 𝜌, 
between variables exists, the size of the ellipsoid decreases, as illustrated in Figure 4.10. With this 
elliptical approach, the reliability index is represented as the minimum 𝛽𝑅 value between the center 
of the ellipse and the failure region (Figure 4.11). Low and Tang (1997) introduced a convenient 
approach to evaluate reliability using a built-in spreadsheet solver algorithm that minimizes the 
reliability index with constraints that enforce the performance function (i.e., the difference between 
resistance and capacity) to equal zero, which is representative of the ellipsoid being tangent to the 
failure region. Note that this approach has the potential to assess reliability in a multidimensional 
space where the elliptical shape is converted to an ellipsoid with multiple planes of variables. 
 
Figure 4.10. Low and Tang elliptical shape approximation and variation with the correlation 
coefficient (Low and Tang 1997). 
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Figure 4.11. Low and Tang approximation to reliability using the Hasofer-Lind method using a 
positive correlation coefficient (Low and Tang 1997). 
 
4.4 Reliability for Inclined Loading Conditions 
The finite element analysis results presented in Chapter 3 provided insight to conveniently 
estimate the capacity of helical anchors at any inclined loading angle when the pure horizontal and 
vertical capacities are known (Figure 4.4). With this approach from Chapter 3 it is possible to 
conveniently assess the reliability of helical anchors for inclined loading that may be applied by an 
aquaculture mooring line. This section introduces a framework to apply the Hasofer-Lind method 
with an optimization tool presented by Low et al. (2001), considering random variables that may 
exist for both capacity and demand. 
First, a performance function must be defined by Equation (4.11): 
 𝑔(𝒙) = 𝑅( 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑘) − 𝑃( 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑗) = 0 (4.11) 
where 𝑅 represents the capacity, and 𝑃 represents the demand, both of which depend on a vector 
of random variables 𝒙. Some variables (but not necessarily all) may influence both resistance and 
demand, as implied by Equation (4.11). A summary of possible random variables for both capacity 
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and demand are presented in Table 4.2 for helical anchors in soft clay. On the left-hand side the 
variables discussed in Chapter 3 are presented while on the right-hand side the demand variables 
discussed in Chapter 2 are presented. It is recognized by both geotechnical engineers and marine 
hydrodynamics engineers that for estimation of both capacity and demand, epistemic uncertainties 
associated with the capability of the calculation models to predict real behavior exist. However, it 
is still hard to quantifying these uncertainties, and beyond the scope of this work. This chapter 
focuses on developing a framework that may be used by practitioners when uncertainties associated 
with evaluation of capacity and demand are known or can at least be reasonably estimated. 
Table 4.2. Possible random variables to consider in capacity and demand of helical anchors in 
soft clay for aquaculture applications. 
Capacity, 𝑹 
Depends on internal random variables 
influenced by soil/anchor properties. Soil 
random variables could be: 
• Undrained shear strength, 𝑆𝑢. 
• Undrained stiffness modulus,   
• Effective unit weight, 𝛾′ 
• Preconsolidation pressure, 𝜎𝑝
′  
• Anchor yielding stress, fy. 
• Change in section properties of the 
anchor (e.g. corrosion). 
• Load rate. 
• Morphologic changes and bathymetry 
(e.g. seabed erosion) 
Demand, P 
Depends on environmental (metocean and 
geologic) and structural properties 
influencing the mooring system and 
morphologic changes that may modify the 
load inclination angle, 𝛽. Some of these 
random variables are: 
• Wind velocity, direction and 
frequency 
• Current velocity, patterns, and 
distributions (e.g, mixing) 
• Wave height, period, frequency and 
direction. 
• Temporal tidal fluctuations. 
• Aquaculture species (e.g., seaweed, 
shellfish, finfish). 
• Aquaculture farming systems (e.g., 
cages, longlines, rafts) 
• Net biofouling. 
• Boat wakes. 
• Morphologic changes and bathymetry 
(e.g. seabed erosion) 
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As mentioned, quantifying all the uncertainties associated with inputs to estimate capacity 
and demand is beyond the scope of this work. A simplified set of random variables for capacity 
and demand are assumed to demonstrate their potential influence on the reliability (probability of 
failure) of a helical anchor and the framework in which they are considered. These variables include 
the undrained shear strength sᵤ, the magnitude of the load 𝑃, and the load inclination angle 𝛽. Here 
random variables are assumed to be normally distributed with mean μ and standard deviation σ. 
The associated vectors and matrices appear as: 
𝒙 = [
𝑃
𝑠𝑢
], 𝑚 = [
𝜇𝑃
𝜇𝑠𝑢
], 𝜎 = [
𝜎𝑃
𝜎𝑠𝑢  
], 𝑹 = [
1 0
0 1
] 
where the capacity is computed as presented in Equation (3.6), considering the p-y analysis for 
lateral capacity and the bearing capacity factors for vertical capacity (e.g., Merifield 2011). 
Low et al. (2001) computed the reliability of piles under pure lateral loading, minimizing 
the reliability index by changing the capacity and demand random variables until satisfying a 
limiting condition (e.g., force or displacement) that can be used to develop a performance function. 
For inclined or lateral loading where horizontal capacity controls, this is a complex optimization 
process where nonlinear constraints are present and depend on a secondary optimization process 
(p-y analysis) to determine lateral capacity. Thus, Matlab’s built-in solvers were used for 
optimization, and accuracy was addressed by enforcing the performance function and the sub-
optimization routine to meet specified tolerances (e.g., 𝑔(𝒙) < 𝑡𝑜𝑙). A schematic representation of 
the code chart flow is presented in Figure 4.12. 
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Table 4.3. Optimization framework to obtain reliability index using Hasofer-Lind Method. 
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝛽𝑅(𝒙) {
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐 𝑡𝑜:
𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑅(𝑠𝑢, 𝛽) − 𝑃 = 0
 
By changing random variables: 
𝒙 = [
𝑃
𝑠𝑢
] 
Objective function: 
𝛽𝑅 = √(
𝑥 −𝑚
𝜎
 )
𝑇
𝑅−1 (
𝑥 − 𝑚
𝜎
) 
where: 
𝑚 = [
𝜇𝑃
𝜇𝑠𝑢
], 𝜎 = [
𝜎𝑃
𝜎𝑠𝑢  
], 𝑹 = [
1 0
0 1
] 
Performance function: 
𝑔(𝒙) =  𝑅(𝑠𝑢) − 𝑥1 
 
 
Figure 4.12. Flow diagram of the optimization code to compute the Hasofer-Lind reliability index 
for a helical anchor with random variables demand 𝑃 and soil undrained shear strength 𝑠𝑢 at a 
given load inclination angle. 
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4.5 Helical Anchor Reliability Assessment for an Oyster Aquaculture Farm 
In this section, the reliability of an oyster farm, where mooring lines loads were measured 
by Nguyen et al. (2019) are used herein as an example to demonstrate the reliability framework 
previously presented. A summary of the farm layout and geologic profile is presented in Figure 
4.13. The farm is located in the Damariscotta River estuary in Maine, where the tides influence 
load applied to taught mooring lines. The farm layout is presented by Nguyen et al. (2019), which 
had dimensions 94.5 m long and 140 m wide, from where 24 longlines (94.5m length), and 45 cages 
were attached to two main lines (140 m length). The mooring system of the main lines is composed 
of three 16 m length mooring ropes at each end and 3 intermediate ropes along the lines, to total 18 
anchoring points. The mean water depth across the farm is approximately 2.5 m (Chandler, 2017), 
with variations of 1.0 and 1.5 m (Liu and Huguenard 2018 cited by Nguyen et al. 2019). Sediment 
near the farm location corresponds to cohesive Holocene and Pleistocene materials with thickness 
that varies between 2 and 7 m with some bedrock outcrops (Chandler, 2017).  
a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 4.13. Aquaculture oyster farm in Damariscotta River Estuary, Maine: a) schematic 
representation (after Nguyen et al. 2019) and b) seabed geologic subsurface profile (after 
Chandler 2017). 
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4.5.1 Loading conditions: 
Nguyen et al. (2019) studied the integrity of the mooring system under tidally influenced currents. 
They also evaluated extreme environmental conditions via development of a model to assess greater 
forces that may be imposed on the system. A sample of the measured loads is presented in Figure 
2.17 (Chapter 2). After a complete analysis of the environmental forces acting on every farm 
component, Nguyen et al. (2019) calibrated their model to predict maximum mooring loads 
changing geometric properties and environmental metocean conditions. The predicted change in 
mooring load with changes in the mooring line length was also considered, as shown in Figure 
4.14. Using the 2.5 m mean water depth to compute the load inclination angle, the relationship 
between the load and the angle can be developed and is presented in Figure 4.15. The maximum 
measured tensile mooring line load was 𝑃 = 3 𝑘𝑁, with a load inclination angle, 𝛽 =   . Assuming 
that the anchors are helical anchors of 3.1 m length studied before in Figure 4.8 ( = 3.1 𝑚,  =
3.0 𝑚, 𝐷 = 0.254 𝑚, 𝑑 = 0.03  𝑚, 𝑀𝑛 = 3.35 𝑘𝑁 −𝑚,  𝐼 = 35.12 𝑘𝑁 −𝑚
2) the reliability 
could be computed considering variability in soil resistance and loading conditions. 
 
Figure 4.14. Estimated mooring loads vs. length of mooring line for an oyster aquaculture farm in 
the Damariscotta River Estuary (after Nguyen et al. 2019) 
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Figure 4.15. Estimated mooring loads vs. load inclination angle for an oyster aquaculture farm in 
the Damariscotta River Estuary interpreted from Nguyen et al. (2019) 
 
4.5.2 Factor of Safety and Reliability at Current Working Conditions. 
This subsection evaluates the factor of safety, reliability index and probability of failure of 
the studied example under the current maximum forces measured during Nguyen et al. (2019) 
deployment. 
4.5.2.1 Current Factor of Safety 
The factor of safety for the monitored working conditions for Nguyen et al. (2019) was evaluated 
using the anticipated demand and inclined angle, and a typical undrained shear strength (25 kPa) 
for these cohesive sediments. With this inclination angle the horizontal (structural) resistance 
controls capacity. As shown in Figure 4.8, the horizontal resistance is 𝑅0 = 6.15 kN, which 
corresponds to a total resistance 𝑅 = 6.21 𝑘𝑁 at an inclination angle of 9º. Thus, the factor of safety 
for the current condition using Equation (4.12) is 2.1, which is within the values that may be relied 
on for some applications. 
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4.5.2.2 Reliability 
The factor of safety is a deterministic approach that does not consider uncertainties associated with 
available resistance and demand (𝑃) on the anchor. The reliability and the probability of failure of 
the helical anchor is explored via a parametric study of assumed parameters and uncertainties. To 
compute the reliability index, the framework outlined in Table 4.3 is applied. A summary of the 
assumed initial mean values and coefficients of variation for the variables is presented in Table 4.4. 
The coefficient of variation COV for the load was determined based on the data presented by 
Nguyen et al. (2019) using the 3σ rule (Dai and Wang 1992) with Highest and Lowest Conceivable 
Values of  𝐶 = 3 𝑘𝑁 and  𝐶𝑉 = 1 𝑘𝑁, respectively. The chosen coefficient of variation for the 
undrained shear strength represents the mean value of this parameter reported by Phoon and 
Kulhawy (1999). The capacity and demand variables are assumed to be uncorrelated. 
Table 4.4. Random variables analyzed during reliability assessment of helical anchors for Oyster 
aquaculture applications in the Damariscotta River Estuary, Maine. 
Random 
variable 
Mean, 
μ 
COV 
𝑃 (kN) 3 0.2 
𝑠𝑢 (kPa) 25 0.2 
 
Note: COV: Coefficient of variation 𝜎/𝜇. 
 
With these variables Equation (4.10) was optimized. As a result, a reliability index 𝛽𝑅 =
3.04 was obtained, for which the probability of failure is 𝑃𝑓=0.0012. The results are on the lower 
limit target 𝛽𝑅 values typically sought for deep foundations, which are 2.33 and 3.00 for redundant 
and non-redundant systems, respectively (Paikowsky et al. 2004). 
4.5.3 Influence of Random Variables Mean Values on the Factor of Safety and Reliability 
In this section the previous reliability example is assessed by changing factors that influence 
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demand and resistance of the anchor. The mean values of the mooring line load and the load 
inclination angle are changed based on the values presented in Figure 4.15, but the same COVs 
associated with variables considered in this analysis are maintained. 
The factors of safety associated with the load inclination angle (mooring line length) and 
load applied at the anchor head are presented in Figure 4.16, where a critical loading condition 
(failure at 𝐹𝑆 = 1.0) is approached at load inclination angles greater than 22 degrees. Note that the 
horizontal load applied to the oyster farm itself, which is a function of environmental conditions 
(e.g., currents, tides, etc.), is unchanged. Changes in the mooring line length affect the magnitude 
and inclination of the load, which affects capacity or available resistance of the anchor. Though the 
total resistance of the anchor does increase with the load inclination angle (e.g., Figure 4.4), 
increases in the mooring line load are greater, and result in lower values of factor of safety. This 
illustrate the importance of considering mooring line inclination in combination with available 
resistance from the anchor. 
 
Figure 4.16. Change in factor of safety by changes in load inclination angle and load magnitude 
for a 3.1 m helical anchor on an oyster aquaculture farm in the Damariscotta River Estuary, 
Maine. 
 
The reliability index for different load inclination angles is presented in Figure 4.17. At a 
load inclination angle greater than 9.5 degrees, 𝛽𝑅 < 3, which is below targeted values under 
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normal working conditions are typically achieved for foundations. For the condition where factors 
of safety approaches one, the probability of failure is approximately 50%. During the numerical 
optimization process there were a few instances where the numerical algorithm did not converge 
to a solution. The optimization routine in combination with Matlab’s solver can be sensitive to 
initial inputs (e.g. assumed initial deflections in the p-y analysis, or initial values of random 
variables considered in optimization of 𝛽𝑅). However, the optimization routine regularly converged 
in most instances to achieve a broad illustration of the effect of the load inclination angle (and other 
parameters evaluated later) have on the reliability index and associated probability of failure. 
 
Figure 4.17. Effects of changes of the load inclination angle and the demand in: a) the reliability 
index, and b) probability of failure, for a 3.1 m helical anchor on an oyster aquaculture farm in 
the Damariscotta River Estuary, Maine. 
 
The influence of undrained shear strength was evaluated by decreasing the assumed best 
estimate (mean value) to a value where the factor of safety equals 1. For this analysis, the load 
inclination angle remains at 9 degrees (appropriate for the farm monitored by Nguyen et al. 2019) 
and the same COV values are assumed. Figure 4.18 illustrates the changes in the factor of safety 
with undrained shear strength, where a limiting value of 9 kPa results in failure via deterministic 
predictions of the anchor capacity (i.e. 𝐹𝑆 = 1.0). In soft cohesive material the undrained shear 
strength is low and the anchor behaves as a “rigid” element and geotechnical capacity controls (i.e. 
plunging failure). When sᵤ increases, the anchor transitions to a “flexible” element as greater lateral 
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resistance is provided by the soil, and structural resistance of the anchor controls available 
resistance. This transition may be observed by the break in the curve shown in Figure 4.18.  
Changes in the reliability index and probability of failure with undrained shear strength are 
presented in Figure 4.19. The lowest target reliability value is obtained when the mean value of 
undrained shear strength is below 19 kPa and target reliability index less than 3 is observed below 
a mean undrained shear strength of 20 kPa. This illustrates the importance of soil on reliability of 
a helical anchor performance within the mooring system. 
 
Figure 4.18. Change in factor of safety by changes in soil undrained shear strength for a 3.1 m 
helical anchor on an oyster aquaculture farm in the Damariscotta River Estuary, Maine. 
 
 
Figure 4.19. Effects of changes of soil undrained shear strength in: a) the reliability index, and b) 
probability of failure, for a 3.1 m helical anchor on an oyster aquaculture farm in the 
Damariscotta River Estuary, Maine. 
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4.5.4 Influence of uncertainty (COV) on the reliability of an anchoring system 
The previous section was intended to illustrate the importance that certain changes in the mean 
value of random variables can play on reliability of the anchoring system. The sensitivity of 
uncertainty (using initial mean values) and its role in the evaluation of reliability to an aquaculture 
system is numerically investigated to demonstrate those random variables that have the greatest 
influence. The best estimates values (i.e., mean) presented in Table 4.4 are used and COV is varied. 
Knowing that the load inclination angle is a variable that can be reasonably controlled through 
design of an aquaculture system, its best estimate value of 9 degrees is used. Uncertainty of one 
variable is changed at a time while the others remain unchanged. Results are presented in Figure 
4.20, which shows that uncertainties in undrained shear strength are much more critical to the 
system than the uncertainties in the demand load for the studied load inclination angle. This result 
gives an insight to the farmers where to increase the reliability of helical anchors for aquaculture 
farms, understanding the subsurface conditions is crucial. 
 
 
Figure 4.20. Effects of random variables uncertainties in the: a) reliability index, and b) 
probability of failure, of a 3.1 m helical anchor on an oyster aquaculture farm in the Damariscotta 
River Estuary, Maine. 
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4.6 Extending Reliability to a Broader Scenario 
In the previous section, a reliability assessment example was addressed considering the 
demand load and the soil undrained shear strength as statistical variables for different constant 
inclined loading angles (i.e., statistical variability of this parameter was not included). The previous 
analyses considered demand load measured during working operation conditions in absence of 
extreme events. Extreme conditions as storm tidal or waves are scenarios that could be present in 
return periods in the order of decades, although a farm during its operation time may or may not 
experience such events. During these extreme conditions, changes in the demand load will occur 
as expected based on what it was presented in Chapter 2, as well as changes in the capacity due to 
multiple factors as seabed erosion, or the effect of a low frequency loading cycle in the soil 
undrained shear strength and stiffness degradation. With the methodology presented in section 4.4 
such variables could be considered, by incorporating closed form solutions or numerical simulation 
results that relate metocean conditions to demand load, and by the modification of the pile 
eccentricity or soil parameters as part of the helical anchors analysis. Such analyses will need of 
both marine hydrodynamics and geotechnical background and perhaps the epistemic variabilities 
could be hard to consider as well. Thus, extended reliability analyses could be helpful to understand 
and evaluate critical variables during the mooring system and design of aquaculture farms. 
4.7 Summary and Conclusions 
A comparison between the 3D finite element calculations with a linear elastic soil and a 
simplified p-y analysis where soil nonlinearity is captured was presented for lateral loading. Such 
comparison allowed to perform a transition between the results from previous chapter and the 
alternative method presented to reconcile the failure envelop. A methodology to compute a p-y 
analysis without commercial software was presented and compared against this to demonstrate 
adequacy of the approach. Implementation of this methodology was important to conveniently 
perform reliability calculations of helical anchors. The p-y method was embedded within a 
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framework to compute the reliability index using the Hasofer-Lind method in a similar manner 
presented by Low et al. (2001). This method allows evaluation of multiple random variables Using 
this architecture the methodology was used to compute the reliability of a commercial anchor for 
an oyster aquaculture farm whose loads and bathymetry conditions were previously assessed. 
Though strength data for these sediments were unavailable, reasonable soil shear strengths and 
COVs were assumed from geologically similar sediments. Results indicated that: i) under the 
current loading conditions and the assumed anchor and soil properties, the anchoring system has a 
factor of safety equal 2 with a reliability index of 4.1, meaning that the probability of failure is very 
low, ii) when a combination of the load inclination angle the demand produced a factor of safety 
of 1.5, the system gets a target reliability value (𝛽𝑡 = 3) from where it is said that these foundations 
systems start being unreliable; iii) mean values of undrained shear strength lower than 20 kPa 
reduces the anchoring resistance to an unreliable level; and iv) uncertainties in the soil undrained 
shear strength are more critical than the uncertainties on the load value. 
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Summary 
Aquaculture is an important industry in Maine looking to achieve more efficient mooring 
designs that will help accommodate and facilitate growth as this industry continues to mature. 
Helical anchor technology has the potential to resist lateral or inclined loading anticipated from 
aquaculture systems, and may be installed and decommissioned more efficiently than other 
anchors. Challenges include implementation of this efficient anchoring method in a reliable 
manner. This study was motivated by the paucity of performance data and design guidance 
available for lateral and inclined loading of helical anchors. Helical anchors consist of helical plates 
installed at depth. These plates are screwed into the ground and connected to a shaft element that 
extends to the surface of the seabed. These anchors generate resistance in soil via vertical movement 
of the plates and lateral movement of the shaft into the soil when inclined loads are applied. As soil 
around the shaft yields the structural capacity of the shaft is relied to resist the lateral component 
of inclined loads, especially at larger deformations. 
Background on aquaculture systems was provided to understand the elements (e.g., finfish 
cages, mussel socks, oyster cages), farms arrangements, and mooring systems that are typically 
used in this industry. This provided a reference to anticipated loads helical anchors are required to 
resist. Multiple methods to predict the maximum mooring load were presented. A summary of the 
different mooring loads reported in the literature were also presented. 
A review of the helical anchors was also provided, where previous studies and their 
performance under vertical, lateral and inclined loading were summarized. This chapter also 
introduced gaps in the knowledge base. 
Chapter 3 presented a 3D finite element simulation of pullout for helical anchors to 
understand their capacity under inclined tensile loads. The influence of plate location, plate depth, 
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and soil properties were varied to: i) compare vertical capacities with values reported in the 
literature, ii) compute and understand lateral capacities and the effect of the shaft rigidity and the 
helical plate on capacity, iii) understand the interaction between mobilized soil resistance around 
the helical plate and the anchor shaft under inclined loads, and iv) investigate how the optimum 
inclination angles with changes in the soil properties and anchor geometry. 
Chapter 4 introduced a framework to compute helical anchor reliability for inclined loading 
while computing lateral capacities with nonlinear p-y analysis. The use of this latter aspect allowed 
to perform reliability calculations in an efficient manner. 
5.2 Conclusions 
Based on the results and findings presented in this research, it is concluded that: 
1. Vertical capacity of helical is proportional to the undrained shear strength in cohesive 
sediments when failure is defined by displacement criteria equal to 10% of the plate 
diameter. Changes in plate spacing also increase vertical capacity up to an optimum 
spacing (𝑆/𝐷 = 3). 
2. Lateral capacity of helical anchors is limited by the structural capacity due to yielding 
of the shaft in bending, except when the plate is installed at very shallow depths (e.g. 
H/D < 5.7). At shallow depths the anchor behaves as a “rigid” element and the helical 
plate rotates and the pullout capacity of the anchor (cylindrical shear for shallow 
anchors) controls 
3. When lateral capacities are computed for soils with different soil stiffness but the same 
shear strength, at a given displacement, a higher soil stiffness represents a higher 
horizontal capacity. However, when compared to the shaft yielding limit, lower soil 
stiffness leads to lower soil reaction force, which reduces the curvature on the shaft 
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allowing it to develop more displacements before yielding. Such increase in 
displacement could lead to a higher mobilization of the anchor resistance. So even 
though a helical anchor in a stiffer soil could have higher lateral capacity for a certain 
displacement, this at the same time could have lower capacity at yielding levels when 
compared to a softer soil. 
4. Presence of the helical plates can generate partial fixity of the element at shallower 
depths compared to a shaft or pile (i.e. no plate) with equivalent shaft dimensions. This 
partial fixity provided by the plate increases curvature in the shaft and causes it to yield 
at smaller displacements compared to a shaft with no plates. When the plate is 
substantially deep the shaft develops fixity above the plate and is considered flexible. 
Under these conditions the lateral capacity is not influenced by the plate and equivalent 
to a single pile or shaft of equivalent dimensions regardless of the plate depth. 
5. During inclined loading greater resistances were simulated in the 3D finite element 
analyses as the load inclination angle approached vertical due to greater mobilization 
of geotechnical capacity at the plate.  
6. An optimum inclination angle, defined as the angle where simultaneous geotechnical 
and structural failure is observed, was found to be between 60 and 90 degrees for the 
helical anchors simulated in the numerical simulations. Shafts with greater rigidity (i.e. 
low ratio of soil to shaft bending stiffness) have a lower optimum angle while anchors 
shafts that behave as a flexible element have a higher optimum angle. 
7. Interaction of the mobilized resistances in the zones above the plate and along the shaft 
due to vertical uplift and lateral loading was found at all inclination angles for shallow 
( /𝐷 = 2.7) helical anchors with a single plate, and at near optimum angles for the 
rest of the anchors. For single plate shallow ( /𝐷 = 2.7) rigid anchors, the overlap of 
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the mobilized shear strength above the plate and along the shaft reduced the vertical 
and lateral components of the inclined load when compared with pure vertical and 
horizontal capacities. For the rest of the anchors, horizontal and vertical components 
of the inclined load were similar, however, at yielding stages the interaction of the 
mentioned zones was present at angles close to the optimum. At these angles the effect 
of the overlap of shear zones in the shaft and the plate, softened the soil near the shaft, 
thus an effect as explained in the previous conclusion happened, where the soil has less 
reaction, thus allows the anchor to displace more before reaching yielding. Such 
increase in displacement is then translated as an increase in capacities. 
8. The capacity at any inclined angle can by defined accurately by the failure envelope 
via prediction pure lateral and vertical capacities. The accuracy of this methodology is 
reduced when the inclined angle is close to the optimum angle but in the structural 
side, where the effect mentioned in the previous conclusion it is expected. 
9. In a reliability analysis for a helical anchor supporting an oyster aquaculture farm in 
Maine, structural resistance controlled the available capacity provided by the anchor. 
In this simplified analysis the load magnitude, load angle, and undrained shear strength 
were considered random variables with some uncertainty. It was found that under 
operational loads, and typical soil conditions at this site, commercially available small 
shaft helical anchors can support in a safe and reliable manner the loads imposed from 
this kind of aquaculture farms. When best estimates of load inclination and soil 
resistance changes, it is important to verify that the anchoring system is in a safe 
condition. Both demand and resistance increase with the inclination angle, however, 
as for the studied case, the demand increases at a higher rate. It was also found that 
uncertainty associated with the undrained shear strength had the greatest influence on 
the reliability index than the mooring line load. This implies that for aquaculture 
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farmers have a more reliable, and thus resilient, anchoring system, it is necessary to 
have a more confidence on the subsurface conditions during early stages of design. 
 
5.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
1. The research performed herein intended to be thoughtful about the results obtained during 
the numerical simulations and additional calculations. Nevertheless, the performance of a 
field test on helical anchors under inclined loads will be ideal to: 
o Validate proposed failure criteria under inclined loading. 
o Validate numerical simulations of helical anchors reconciling installation effects 
o and how this will affect the proposed envelope. 
o Verify if the aquaculture cyclic loading reduces or increases the capacity, 
reconciling what are the effects of this type of loading on the stiffness 
degradation. 
2. From an analytical perspective, the inclusion of rotational spring on the finite difference 
model will help to predict lateral capacity for inclined loading inclination angles. 
3. The statistical variance of the inclined loading attack angle can also be considered in the 
reliability framework to address this problem in a multivariable manner. However, 
further uncertainties of these variables should be addressed and reconciled before. 
4. Reliability assessment of helical anchors for extreme conditions could also be addressed 
by combining long term effects of soil reaction with external loads.  
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APPENDIX A-AQUACULTURE LOADING ESTIMATION 
  
Given Conditions
[units]
Sn 0.3 [-] Solidity
CDN 0.56 [-] Normal Drag coefficient
CDP 0.04 [-] Parallel Drag coefficient
r 0.74 [-] Reduction factor
ρ 1000 [kg/m3] Water density
B 20 [m] Cage width
l 20 [m] Cage length
D 8 [m] Cage depth
n 7 [-] Cages Parallel to flow
m 1 [-] Cages normal to flow
ML 0.2 [-] Max Load percentage
Current velocity (m/s) 𝛽= 0 𝛽= 15 𝛽= 45 𝛽= 60 𝛽= 75
0 15 45 60 75
ui (m/s) FDN (kN) FDP (kN) P/N (%) FDtot (kN) Mooring load (kN)
0.30 9 2 18 11 2 2 3 4 8
0.40 16 3 18 19 4 4 5 8 15
0.50 25 4 18 29 6 6 8 12 23
0.60 36 6 18 42 8 9 12 17 33
0.70 49 9 18 58 12 12 16 23 44
0.80 64 11 18 75 15 16 21 30 58
0.90 81 14 18 95 19 20 27 38 74
1.00 100 18 18 118 24 24 33 47 91
1.10 121 21 18 142 28 29 40 57 110
1.20 144 26 18 169 34 35 48 68 131
1.30 169 30 18 199 40 41 56 79 153
1.40 195 35 18 230 46 48 65 92 178
1.75 305 54 18 360 72 75 102 144 278
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Figure B.1. FE results of one-plate helical anchor HA1-H/D 2.7 L0.8 E500Su25 L0.8. *Structural 
failure never reached. 
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Figure B.2. FE results of one-plate helical anchor HA3-H/D 5.7 E500Su25 L1.6 
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Figure B.3. FE results of one-plate helical anchor HA4-E500Su25-1P-L2.3 
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Figure B.4. FE results of one-plate helical anchor HA5 1P H/D 8.7 L3.08 E500Su25 
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Figure B.5. FE results of two-plates helical anchor HA6-E500Su25-2P-H1.7-L1.6 
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Figure B.6. FE results of two-plates helical anchor HA7 2P H/D2.7 L1.6 E500Su25 
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Figure B.7. FE results of two-plates helical anchor HA8 2P H/D4.2 L1.6 E500Su25 
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Figure B.8. FE results of two-plates helical anchor HA9 E100Su25 
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Figure B.9. FE results of two-plates helical anchor HA10-E1000Su25-2P-H2.7-L1.6 
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Figure B.10. FE results of two-plates helical anchor HA11-2P H/D2.7 L1.6 E500Su50 
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Figure B.11. FE results of two-plates helical anchor HA12-2P H/D2.7 L1.6 E500Su100 
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APPENDIX C-RELIABILITY USING HASOFER-LIND METHOD-MATLAB 
Main Pbeta 
clear all 
global d L H D beta_ang EpIp  n Mn r_dz gamma_ef Su J epsilon 
COV_Ph COV_Su Miu_Ph Miu_Su... 
    stepi Beta_vec g_vec Xopt_vec Ypy_res Equil_res Ypy_vec 
Equil_vec step2 
%----Anchor Definition--- 
d=0.038;%Pile diameter 
L=3.1;%Pile embedded length 
H=3.0;%Plate Depth 
D=0.254;%Plate diameter 
% e=0;%Eccentricity of the pile 
% delta=2;%Parameter to spacial variability 
EpIp=35.12;%Pile Stiffness 
Mn=3.35;%(kN-m) Shaft nominal moment 
%Soil Properties 
gamma_ef=20-9.8;%(kN/m3) 
Su=25;%(kPa) 
J=0.5;%(-) 
epsilon=0.02;% 
  
%Depth discretization 
n=31;%number of segments, nodes=n+1 
r_dz=L/n;%ratio of geometric ratio 
  
%Working conditions 
Miu_Ph=3; 
Miu_Su=25;%(kPa) 
beta_ang=9*pi/180; 
COV_Ph=0.2; 
COV_Su=0.2; 
% COV_beta_ang=0.1; 
% Rho_P_beta_ang=0.99; 
  
miu(1)=Miu_Ph; 
miu(2)=Miu_Su;miu=miu'; 
  
%Change in FS and Beta_RBD with changes in beta_ang thus Ph 
step_ang=1; 
beta_ang_vec=4:step_ang:23;beta_ang_vec=beta_ang_vec';%beta_ang 
vector 
beta_rad=beta_ang_vec*pi/180; 
a=0.247;b=0.805;%P=a*(beta_ang)+b from Nguyen et al. (2018) paper 
Fig 15 
P_vec=a.*beta_ang_vec(:)+b; 
  
Beta_vec=zeros(size(P_vec,1),1);g_vec=zeros(size(P_vec,1),1); 
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Xopt_vec=zeros(size(P_vec,1),2);iter_Beta=zeros(size(P_vec,1),1);
flag_Beta=zeros(size(P_vec,1),1);H0_vec=zeros(size(P_vec,1),1); 
stepi=1; 
tic%Start timer 
%Changing Attack angle 
for stepi=1:size(P_vec,1) 
    beta_ang=beta_rad(stepi); 
    miu(1)=P_vec(stepi); 
    %Compute Reliability 
    [Beta,c,Xopt,iter,flag]=Beta_RBD_miu(miu); 
    Beta_vec(stepi)=Beta; 
    g_vec(stepi)=c; 
    Xopt_vec(stepi,:)=Xopt'; 
    iter_Beta(stepi)=iter; 
    flag_Beta(stepi)=flag; 
    toc%Finish timer 
end 
  
%Compute unsafe region 
H0=Horizontal(miu);%H0 does not depends on the angle or load, 
just P 
V90= Vert_bearing(H,D,d,gamma_ef,miu(2));%V90 does not depends on 
the angle or load, just P 
R_vec=min(H0*ones(size(P_vec,1),1)./cos(beta_rad),V90*ones(size(P
_vec,1),1)./sin(beta_rad)); 
FS=R_vec./P_vec;%Factor of Safety 
figure(3);plot(beta_ang_vec,FS);xlabel('\beta_{angle} (deg)'); 
ylabel ('Factor of Safety,FS');ylim([0 4]) 
  
figure(1) 
subplot(2,2,1); 
plot(beta_ang_vec,Beta_vec,'-or');hold on 
xlabel('\beta_{angle} (deg)'); ylabel 
('\beta_R');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
% figure 
subplot(2,2,2); 
plot(beta_ang_vec,g_vec,'-or');hold on 
xlabel('\beta_{angle} (deg)'); ylabel ('g(x)');legend('Beta_{RBD-
Su}') 
% figure 
subplot(2,2,3); 
plot(beta_ang_vec,Xopt_vec(:,1),'-or');hold on 
xlabel('\beta_{angle} (deg)'); ylabel 
('Pcritical');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
% figure 
subplot(2,2,4); 
plot(beta_ang_vec,Xopt_vec(:,2),'-or');hold on 
xlabel('\beta_{angle} (deg)'); ylabel 
('Su_critical');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
  
figure(2)%Unsafe region 
plot(R_vec,beta_ang_vec,'-k','LineWidth',2);hold on 
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xlabel('R_{vec}'); ylabel ('\beta_{angle} (deg)');legend('Unsafe 
Region') 
plot(Xopt_vec(:,1),beta_ang_vec,'-or');hold on 
plot(P_vec,beta_ang_vec,'-ob') 
ylabel('Demand'); xlabel ('\beta_{angle} (deg)');legend('Unsafe 
Region','X_{critic}');hold on 
  
XYZ_Plot 
 
Main_Su 
%clear all 
global d L H D beta_ang EpIp  n Mn r_dz gamma_ef Su J epsilon 
COV_Ph COV_Su Miu_Ph Miu_Su... 
    stepi Beta_vec g_vec Xopt_vec Ypy_res Equil_res Ypy_vec 
Equil_vec step2 
%----Anchor Definition--- 
d=0.038;%Pile diameter 
L=3.1;%Pile embedded length 
H=3.0;%Plate Depth 
D=0.254;%Plate diameter 
% e=0;%Eccentricity of the pile 
% delta=2;%Parameter to spacial variability 
EpIp=35.12;%Pile Stiffness 
Mn=3.35;%(kN-m) Shaft nominal moment 
%Soil Properties 
gamma_ef=20-9.8;%(kN/m3) 
Su=25;%(kPa) 
J=0.5;%(-) 
epsilon=0.02;% 
  
%Depth discretization 
n=31;%number of segments, nodes=n+1 
r_dz=L/n;%ratio of geometric ratio 
  
%Working conditions 
Miu_Ph=3; 
Miu_Su=25;%(kPa) 
beta_ang=9*pi/180; 
COV_Ph=0.2; 
COV_Su=0.2; 
% COV_beta_ang=0.1; 
% Rho_P_beta_ang=0.99; 
  
miu(1)=Miu_Ph; 
miu(2)=Miu_Su;miu=miu'; 
  
Su_step=1; 
m_Su=9:Su_step:45;m_Su=m_Su'; 
Beta_vec=zeros(size(m_Su,1),1);g_vec=zeros(size(m_Su,1),1); 
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Xopt_vec=zeros(size(m_Su,1),2);iter_Beta=zeros(size(m_Su,1),1);fl
ag_Beta=zeros(size(m_Su,1),1);H0_vec=zeros(size(m_Su,1),1); 
stepi=1; 
tic%Start timer 
%Changing Sui 
for stepi=1:size(m_Su,1) 
    miu(2)=m_Su(stepi); 
    %Compute Reliability 
    [Beta,c,Xopt,iter,flag]=Beta_RBD_miu(miu); 
    Beta_vec(stepi)=Beta; 
    g_vec(stepi)=c; 
    Xopt_vec(stepi,:)=Xopt'; 
    iter_Beta(stepi)=iter; 
    flag_Beta(stepi)=flag; 
    toc%Finish timer 
end 
  
%Compute unsafe region 
step2=1; 
for step2=1:size(m_Su,1) 
    miu(2)=m_Su(step2); 
    %Compute Factor of Safety 
    H0_vec(step2)=Horizontal(miu); 
    V90(step2)= Vert_bearing(H,D,d,gamma_ef,miu(2)); 
%     H0_vec(step2)=Horizontal2(miu);%To improve py solver 
%     Ypy_vec(step2,:)=Ypy_res';%To improve py solver 
%     Equil_vec(step2)=Equil_res;%To improve py solver 
end 
  
R_vec=min(H0_vec./cos(beta_ang),V90'./sin(beta_ang));%When P=R, 
unsafe region 
FS=R_vec./(Miu_Ph*ones(size(R_vec,1),1));%Factor of Safety 
figure(3);plot(m_Su,FS);xlabel('\mu_{Su}'); ylabel ('Factor of 
Safety,FS');ylim([0 4]) 
  
figure(1) 
subplot(2,2,1); 
plot(m_Su,Beta_vec,'-or');hold on 
xlabel('\mu_{Su}'); ylabel ('\beta_R');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
% figure 
subplot(2,2,2); 
plot(m_Su,g_vec,'-or');hold on 
xlabel('\mu_{Su}'); ylabel ('g(x)');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
% figure 
subplot(2,2,3); 
plot(m_Su,Xopt_vec(:,1),'-or');hold on 
xlabel('\mu_{Su}'); ylabel ('Pcritical');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
% figure 
subplot(2,2,4); 
plot(m_Su,Xopt_vec(:,2),'-or');hold on 
xlabel('\mu_{Su}'); ylabel ('Su_critical');legend('Beta_{RBD-
Su}') 
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figure(2) 
plot(m_Su,R_vec,'-k','LineWidth',2);ylim([0 10]);hold on 
xlabel('\mu_{Su}'); ylabel ('P, Demand (kN)');legend('Unsafe 
Region') 
plot(Xopt_vec(:,2),Xopt_vec(:,1),'-or');hold on 
ylabel('P (kN)'); xlabel ('Su (kPa)');legend('Unsafe 
Region','X_{critic}');hold on 
  
%Plot ellipses 
%%Initial Ellipse 
Su=25; 
a=Su*COV_Su; b=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph; % a,horizontal radius;b,vertical 
radius 
x0=Su;y0=Miu_Ph; % x0,y0 ellipse centre coordinates 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t);figure (2);plot(x,y,'-
k','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;plot(Su,Miu_Ph,'*')%Inital Ellipse 
aa=Su*COV_Su*Beta_vec(find(m_Su==Su)); % horizontal radius 
bb=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph*Beta_vec(find(m_Su==Su)); % vertical radius 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+aa*cos(t);y=y0+bb*sin(t);figure 
(2);plot(x,y,'--
k','LineWidth',1.5);plot(Xopt_vec(find(m_Su==Su),2),Xopt_vec(find
(m_Su==Su),1),'or')%Optimized ellipse 
Su=15; 
a=Su*COV_Su; % horizontal radius 
b=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph; % vertical radius 
x0=Su; % x0,y0 ellipse centre coordinates 
y0=Miu_Ph; 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t);figure (2);plot(x,y,'-
b','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;plot(Su,Miu_Ph,'*')%Inital Ellipse 
a=Su*COV_Su*Beta_vec(find(m_Su==Su)); % horizontal radius 
b=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph*Beta_vec(find(m_Su==Su)); % vertical radius 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t);figure (2);plot(x,y,'--
b','LineWidth',1.5);plot(Xopt_vec(find(m_Su==Su),2),Xopt_vec(find
(m_Su==Su),1),'ob')%Optimized ellipse 
 
Main COV 
clear all;close all 
global d L H D beta_ang EpIp  n Mn r_dz gamma_ef Su J epsilon 
COV_Ph COV_Su Miu_Ph Miu_Su... 
    stepi Beta_vec g_vec Xopt_vec Ypy_res Equil_res Ypy_vec 
Equil_vec step2 
%----Anchor Definition--- 
d=0.038;%Pile diameter 
L=3.1;%Pile embedded length 
H=3.0;%Plate Depth 
D=0.254;%Plate diameter 
% e=0;%Eccentricity of the pile 
% delta=2;%Parameter to spacial variability 
EpIp=35.12;%Pile Stiffness 
Mn=3.35;%(kN-m) Shaft nominal moment 
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%Soil Properties 
gamma_ef=20-9.8;%(kN/m3) 
Su=25;%(kPa) 
J=0.5;%(-) 
epsilon=0.02;% 
  
%Depth discretization 
n=31;%number of segments, nodes=n+1 
r_dz=L/n;%ratio of geometric ratio 
  
%Working conditions 
Miu_Ph=3; 
Miu_Su=25;%(kPa) 
beta_ang=9*pi/180; 
COV_Ph=0.2; 
COV_Su=0.2; 
% COV_beta_ang=0.1; 
% Rho_P_beta_ang=0.99; 
  
miu(1)=Miu_Ph; 
miu(2)=Miu_Su; 
miu=miu'; 
  
COV_step=0.025; 
COV_i=0.05:COV_step:0.5;COV_i=COV_i'; 
Beta_vec=zeros(size(COV_i,1),1);g_vec=zeros(size(COV_i,1),1); 
Xopt_vec=zeros(size(COV_i,1),2);iter_Beta=zeros(size(COV_i,1),1);
flag_Beta=zeros(size(COV_i,1),1); 
stepi=1; 
tic%Start timer 
%Changing COV Su 
for stepi=1:size(COV_i,1) 
    COV_Su=COV_i(stepi); 
    %Compute Reliability 
    [Beta,c,Xopt,iter,flag]=Beta_RBD_miu(miu); 
    Beta_vec(stepi)=Beta; 
    g_vec(stepi)=c; 
    Xopt_vec(stepi,:)=Xopt'; 
    iter_Beta(stepi)=iter;flag_Beta(stepi)=flag; 
    toc%Finish timer 
end 
Beta_COV_Su=Beta_vec;Xopt_COV_Su=Xopt_vec; 
figure 
subplot(2,2,1);     plot(COV_i,Beta_vec,'-or');hold on 
    xlabel('COV_{Su}'); ylabel ('\beta_R');legend('Beta_{RBD-
Su}') 
subplot(2,2,2);     plot(COV_i,g_vec,'-or');hold on 
    xlabel('COV_{Su}'); ylabel ('g(x)');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
subplot(2,2,3);     plot(COV_i,Xopt_vec(:,1),'-or');hold on 
    xlabel('COV_{Su}'); ylabel ('P_{opt}');legend('Beta_{RBD-
Su}') 
subplot(2,2,4);     plot(COV_i,Xopt_vec(:,2),'-or');hold on 
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    xlabel('COV_{Su}'); ylabel ('Su_{opt}');legend('Beta_{RBD-
Su}') 
%Plot optimum points 
  
  
%Changing COV P 
COV_Su=0.2; 
for stepi=1:size(COV_i,1) 
    COV_Ph=COV_i(stepi); 
    %Compute Reliability 
    [Beta,c,Xopt,iter,flag]=Beta_RBD_miu(miu); 
    Beta_vec(stepi)=Beta; 
    g_vec(stepi)=c; 
    Xopt_vec(stepi,:)=Xopt'; 
    iter_Beta(stepi)=iter;flag_Beta(stepi)=flag; 
    toc%Finish timer 
end 
Beta_COV_P=Beta_vec;Xopt_COV_P=Xopt_vec; 
figure 
subplot(2,2,1);     plot(COV_i,Beta_vec,'-or');hold on 
    xlabel('COV_P'); ylabel ('\beta_R');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
subplot(2,2,2);     plot(COV_i,g_vec,'-or');hold on 
    xlabel('COV_P'); ylabel ('g(x)');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
subplot(2,2,3);     plot(COV_i,Xopt_vec(:,1),'-or');hold on 
    xlabel('COV_P'); ylabel ('P_{opt}');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
subplot(2,2,4);     plot(COV_i,Xopt_vec(:,2),'-or');hold on 
    xlabel('COV_P'); ylabel ('Su_{opt}');legend('Beta_{RBD-Su}') 
  
%Compute unsafe region 
Su_step=1;m_Su=9:Su_step:30;m_Su=m_Su';H0_vec=zeros(size(m_Su,1),
1); 
step2=1; 
for step2=1:size(m_Su,1) 
    miu(2)=m_Su(step2); 
    H0_vec(step2)=Horizontal(miu); 
    V90(step2)= Vert_bearing(H,D,d,gamma_ef,miu(2)); 
end 
R_vec=H0_vec./cos(beta_ang); 
figure(3);       plot(m_Su,R_vec,'-k','LineWidth',1);ylim([0 
10]);hold on 
xlabel('\mu_{Su}'); ylabel ('P, Demand (kN)');legend('Unsafe 
Region') 
  
%Plot ellipses 
COV=0.3;%Point to draw 
index=find(COV_i==COV); 
%Initial Values 
COV_Su=0.2;COV_Ph=0.2; 
%---------Initial Ellipse---------- 
x0=Su;y0=Miu_Ph; % x0,y0 ellipse centre coordinates 
%Initial covariances 
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a=Miu_Su*COV_Su; b=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph; % a,horizontal 
radius;b,vertical radius 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t);figure (3);plot(x,y,'-
c','LineWidth',1);hold on;plot(Su,Miu_Ph,'*')%Inital Ellipse 
%----------Deformed in Su---------- 
a=Miu_Su*COV; b=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph; % a,horizontal radius;b,vertical 
radius 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t);figure (3);plot(x,y,'--
b','LineWidth',1);hold on; 
%----------Deformed in P---------- 
a=Miu_Su*COV_Su; b=Miu_Ph*COV; % a,horizontal radius;b,vertical 
radius 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t);figure (3);plot(x,y,'--
r','LineWidth',1);hold on; 
%----------Critical COV for Su---------- 
a=Miu_Su*COV*Beta_COV_Su(index); 
b=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph*Beta_COV_Su(index); % a,horizontal 
radius;b,vertical radius 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t);figure 
(3);plot(x,y,':b','LineWidth',1);hold on; 
plot(Xopt_COV_Su(index,2),Xopt_COV_Su(index,1),'o'); 
%----------Critical COV for P---------- 
a=Miu_Su*COV_Su*Beta_COV_P(index); 
b=Miu_Ph*COV*Beta_COV_P(index); % a,horizontal radius;b,vertical 
radius 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t);figure 
(3);plot(x,y,':r','LineWidth',1);hold on; 
legend('Unsafe region','Initial ellipse','Mean values','COV 
Su','COV P','Opti COV Su','Opti COV P') 
plot(Xopt_COV_P(index,2),Xopt_COV_P(index,1),'o'); 
 
Beta RBD_miu 
function [Beta,c,X_opt,iter,flag]=Beta_RBD_miu(miu) 
%Beta_RBD_miu optimizes the reliability Index Beta_R using the 
%Hasofer-Lind method 
  
global d L H D beta_ang EpIp  n Mn r_dz gamma_ef Su J epsilon ... 
 COV_Su  COV_Ph delta Miu_Ph Miu_Su X stepi Beta_vec g_vec 
Xopt_vec 
  
%Statistical properties 
Miu_Ph=miu(1); 
Miu_Su=miu(2);%(kPa) 
  
%---Initial Input--- 
% Ph=Miu_Ph;%1.Load 
if stepi==1 
    X0(1)=Miu_Ph;X0(2)=Miu_Su;X0=X0'; 
else,if abs(g_vec(stepi-1))<0.5 
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    X0=1.1*Xopt_vec(stepi-1,:)';%Initial value similar to 
previous solution but not the same. 
    else 
    X0(1)=Miu_Ph;X0(2)=Miu_Su;X0=X0'; 
    end 
end 
  
%---Reliability optimization 
fun = @OBJ; 
A = []; 
b = []; 
Aeq = []; 
beq = []; 
lb = [0;0]; 
ub = []; 
nonlcon = @const; 
options = 
optimoptions('fmincon','MaxFunctionEvaluations',60000,'StepTolera
nce',1e-9,'Display','off'); 
[X,fval,exitflag] = 
fmincon(fun,X0,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,nonlcon,options); 
% Beta=fval 
% X 
% c = const(X); 
  
tol=0.0001;maxiter=100;iter=1;maxdiff=1; 
while abs(maxdiff)>tol && iter<=maxiter 
    if iter==1 
        Xprev=0.0001; 
    end 
    if iter>1 
        Xprev=X; 
    end 
    options = optimset('MaxFunEvals',60000,'Display','off'); 
    [X,fval,exitflag] = 
fmincon(fun,X,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,nonlcon,options); 
%     [y] = py_RBD_y_Q(X); 
    maxdiff=max(abs(Xprev-X)); 
    iter=iter+1; 
end 
flag=exitflag; 
X_opt=X; 
Beta=fval; 
c = const(X); 
end 
 
function [c,ceq] = const(X) 
global beta_ang H D d gamma_ef 
tol2=0.0001; 
% c(1) = py_RBD3(X)-tol2;%Equlibrium to find H0 using p-y 
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V90=Vert_bearing(H,D,d,gamma_ef,X(2));%Vertical capacity 
H0=Horizontal(X);%Horizontal capacity from p-y 
R=min(H0/cos(beta_ang),V90/sin(beta_ang)); 
P_demand=X(1); 
g_perf=abs(P_demand-R); 
c(1)=g_perf-tol2; 
ceq = []; 
[X(2) c(1);X(1) R]; 
% hola=1+1; 
 
function [H00]=Horizontal(X) 
global XX 
XX=X;%X(1)=Ph;X(2)=Su 
y0=[0 0]; 
tol=0.0001;maxiter=100;iter=1;maxdiff=1; 
Ypy=[y0]'; 
while abs(maxdiff)>tol && iter<=maxiter 
    if iter==1 
        yprev=0.0001; 
    end 
    if iter>1 
        yprev=y; 
    end 
    options = optimset('MaxFunEvals',30000); 
    Ypy = fminsearch(@py_RBD3,Ypy,options);%EQULIBRIUM IN PY 
%     options = 
optimoptions('fmincon','MaxFunctionEvaluations',30000,'Display','
off'); 
%     [Xpy] = fmincon(@py_RBD3,Xpy,[],[],[],[],[-0.1;-
0.1],[0.1;0.1],[],[]); 
    [Equil] = py_RBD3(Ypy); 
    [y] = py_RBD_y_Q(Ypy); 
    maxdiff=max(abs(yprev-y)); 
    iter=iter+1; 
end 
[y,Q] = py_RBD_y_Q(Ypy); 
H00=Q(1); 
 
 
function [V90] = Vert_bearing(H,D,d,gamma_ef,Su) 
%Vert computes vertical capacity of helical anchors 
  
a=pi/4*D^2; 
Nc=13.7*(1-exp(-0.35*H/D));%Merifield 2002 
if Nc>12.6 
    Nc=12.6; 
end 
alpha=1.0;%Adhesion factor on the shaft 
V90=(Su*Nc+gamma_ef*H)*a+(pi*d*H)*Su*alpha; 
end 
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function [ksecd] = Matlock_SoftC(gamma_ef, J, d, epsilon, cu, z, 
y) 
%Matlock_OC Computes p-y distribution for OC clays 
% pu = (3 + gamma_ef*z/cu + J * z / d) * cu * d; 
  
RSpile_factor=0.88;%RSpile factor of 22/25 in critical 
displacement y50 and reaction force 
  
%Ultimate resistance force 
pu =(3 + gamma_ef*z/cu + J * z / d ) * d*cu; 
  
if pu > (9 * cu * d) 
    pu = 9 * cu * d; 
end 
  
y50 =2.5*epsilon * d*RSpile_factor; 
  
y = abs(y); 
if (y/y50) <8  
    p=0.5*pu*(y/y50)^(1/3); 
end 
if (y/y50) >= 8  
    p = pu; 
end 
if y==0 
    ksecd=0; 
else 
ksecd = p / y; 
end 
ksecd=RSpile_factor*ksecd;% 
end 
  
 
XYZ PLOT 
m_Su=5:1:30;m_Su=m_Su'; 
%Compute unsafe region 
H0_vec=zeros(size(m_Su,1),1); 
step2=1; 
for step2=1:size(m_Su,1) 
    miu(2)=m_Su(step2); 
    H0_vec(step2)=Horizontal(miu); 
end 
H0_vec(22)=nan;H0_vec(26)=nan; 
RR=ones(size(beta_rad,1),size(H0_vec,1)); 
for i=1:size(beta_rad,1) 
    RR(i,:)=H0_vec./cos(beta_rad(i)); 
end 
  
for i=1:size(beta_rad,1) 
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    figure (5) 
    
plot3(m_Su,RR(i,:)',beta_ang_vec(i)*ones(size(m_Su,1),1));hold 
on;xlim([5,45]);ylim([2,8]) 
end 
  
figure (5);hold on; 
plot3(Xopt_vec(:,2),Xopt_vec(:,1),beta_ang_vec,'-
o','LineWidth',1) 
  
%%Ellipse 
for i=1:size(beta_ang_vec,1) 
beta_ang2=beta_ang_vec(i); 
Su=25; 
P_vec2=P_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2),1); 
  
a=Su*COV_Su; b=P_vec2*COV_Ph; % a,horizontal radius;b,vertical 
radius 
x0=Su;y0=P_vec2; % x0,y0 ellipse centre coordinates 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t); 
figure (5); 
plot3(x,y,beta_ang2(ones(1,size(x,2))),'-k','LineWidth',1);hold 
on;plot3(Su,P_vec2,beta_ang2,'*')%Inital Ellipse 
  
aa=Su*COV_Su*Beta_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2)); % 
horizontal radius 
bb=P_vec2*COV_Ph*Beta_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2)); % 
vertical radius 
t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+aa*cos(t);y=y0+bb*sin(t); 
figure (5); 
plot3(x,y,beta_ang2(ones(1,size(x,2))),'--
k','LineWidth',1);plot3(Xopt_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2),2)
,Xopt_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2),1),beta_ang2,'or')%Optimi
zed ellipse 
  
% beta_ang2=9; 
% Su=25; 
% P_vec2=P_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2),1); 
%  
% a=Su*COV_Su; b=P_vec2*COV_Ph; % a,horizontal radius;b,vertical 
radius 
% x0=Su;y0=P_vec2; % x0,y0 ellipse centre coordinates 
% t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+a*cos(t);y=y0+b*sin(t); 
% figure (5); 
% plot3(x,y,beta_ang2(ones(1,size(x,2))),'-
k','LineWidth',1.5);hold on;plot3(Su,P_vec2,beta_ang2,'*')%Inital 
Ellipse 
%  
% aa=Su*COV_Su*Beta_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2)); % 
horizontal radius 
% bb=P_vec2*COV_Ph*Beta_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2)); % 
vertical radius 
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% t=-pi:0.01:pi;x=x0+aa*cos(t);y=y0+bb*sin(t); 
% figure (5); 
% plot3(x,y,beta_ang2(ones(1,size(x,2))),'--
k','LineWidth',1.5);plot3(Xopt_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2),
2),Xopt_vec(find(beta_ang_vec==beta_ang2),1),beta_ang2,'or')%Opti
mized ellipse 
end 
xlabel('Su (kPa)'),ylabel('P (kN)'),zlabel('\beta (degrees)') 
 
function [Beta] = OBJ(X) 
global Miu_Su COV_Su Miu_Ph COV_Ph  %dz1 delta n r_dz 
%Taking Data  Out 
%Reliability 
m=zeros(size(X,1),1); 
sigma=zeros(size(X,1),1); 
m(1)=Miu_Ph; 
m(2)=Miu_Su; 
sigma(1)=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph; 
sigma(2)=Miu_Su*COV_Su; 
  
%Correlation matrix 
R=eye(size(X,1)); 
%Spatial correlation matrix 
% for i=2:size(x,1) 
%     for j=2:size(x,1) 
%         R(i,j)=exp(-abs((z(i-1)-z(j-1)))/delta); 
%     end 
% end 
  
Beta_prev=inv(R)*((X-m)./sigma); 
Beta=((X-m)./sigma)'*Beta_prev; 
Beta=Beta^0.5; 
end 
 
%Unsafe Region 
global d L H D beta_ang EpIp  n Mn r_dz gamma_ef Su J epsilon 
COV_Ph COV_Su Miu_Ph Miu_Su 
%----Anchor Definition--- 
d=0.038;%Pile diameter 
L=3.1;%Pile embedded length 
H=3.0;%Plate Depth 
D=0.254;%Plate diameter 
% e=0;%Eccentricity of the pile 
% delta=2;%Parameter to spacial variability 
EpIp=35.12;%Pile Stiffness 
Mn=3.35;%(kN-m) Shaft nominal moment 
%Soil Properties 
gamma_ef=20-9.8;%(kN/m3) 
Su=25;%(kPa) 
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J=0.5;%(-) 
epsilon=0.02;% 
  
%Depth discretization 
n=31;%number of segments, nodes=n+1 
r_dz=L/n;%ratio of geometric ratio 
  
%Working conditions 
Miu_Ph=3; 
Miu_Su=25;%(kPa) 
beta_ang=9*pi/180; 
COV_Ph=0.2; 
COV_Su=0.3; 
% COV_beta_ang=0.1; 
% Rho_P_beta_ang=0.99; 
  
  
  
miu(1)=Miu_Ph; 
miu(2)=Miu_Su; 
miu=miu'; 
Su_step=1; 
m_Su2=[5:1:20 20:0.1:40];m_Su2=m_Su2'; 
H0_i=zeros(size(m_Su2,1),1); 
R_ii=zeros(size(m_Su2,1),1); 
  
% 
X_opt_i=zeros(size(m_Su,1),2);iter_i=zeros(size(m_Su,1),2);flag_i
=zeros(size(m_Su,1),2); 
  
%Changing Sui 
for i=1:size(m_Su2,1) 
    miu(2)=m_Su2(i); 
    H0_i(i)=Horizontal(miu);%Horizontal capacity from p-y 
end 
R_ii=H0_i./cos(beta_ang); 
figure(2) 
plot(m_Su2,R_ii,'-r','LineWidth',4);ylim([0 10]) 
xlabel('\mu_{Su}'); ylabel ('P, Demand (kN)');legend('Beta_{RBD-
Su}') 
hold on 
  
Miu_Su=26; 
plot(Miu_Su,Miu_Ph,'*k') 
  
%Plot Ellipse 
a=Miu_Su*COV_Su; % horizontal radius 
b=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph; % vertical radius 
x0=Miu_Su; % x0,y0 ellipse centre coordinates 
y0=Miu_Ph; 
t=-pi:0.01:pi; 
x=x0+a*cos(t); 
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y=y0+b*sin(t); 
plot(x,y,'-k','LineWidth',8) 
  
hold on 
Miu_Su=26; 
a=Miu_Su*COV_Su*Beta_i(12); % horizontal radius 
b=Miu_Ph*COV_Ph*Beta_i(12); % vertical radius 
x0=Miu_Su; % x0,y0 ellipse centre coordinates 
y0=Miu_Ph; 
t=-pi:0.01:pi; 
x=x0+a*cos(t); 
y=y0+b*sin(t); 
plot(x,y,'-b','LineWidth',8) 
Sub=X_opt_i(12,2); 
Pb=X_opt_i(12,1); 
plot(Sub,Pb,'-or','LineWidth',8) 
  
legend('Unsafe Region','Initial mean values','Initial 
Ellipse','Optimum ellipse', 'Optimum value') 
% [xx, yy, zz] = 
ellipsoid(Miu_Su,Miu_Ph,9,Miu_Su*COV_Su,Miu_Ph*COV_Ph,9*0.1,30); 
% figure 
% surf(xx, yy, zz) 
% axis equal 
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